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Chapter 1031 - City of Heaven 

Yun Xi stood on the city walls, watching as Shi Hao arrived. All types of feelings welled up in her heart. 

She never expected this day would come so quickly! 

She had previously entered Immortal Ancient Remains, knowing how extraordinary Huang was. He 

cultivated three strands of immortal energy, forcefully suppressing enemies of all sides, his reputation 

outstanding. 

This was especially true when Shi Hao broke out from Immortal Ancient’s encirclement, even more so 

causing Willow Deity and the undying existence to fight a great battle against everyone, stirring up huge 

waves. 

“That young lady is Fire Clan’s princess?” Yun Xi recognized Huo Ling’er, because they had met each 

other in the lower realm, remembering her appearance. 

She stared blankly at those two, never expecting them to actually move together, slaughtering their way 

over to Celestial Clan’s ancestral land. A complicated expression appeared on Yun Xi’s face. 

“Hurry and give a report, Huang has come!” There was another group of people outside the city, the 

ones in the lead all true deities, expressions changing greatly. They wanted to send the message, issue a 

warning to City of Heaven. 

However, Shi Hao already took action, reaching out his right hand, grabbing towards the air. 

In that instant, crazy winds swept out, stellar light flowing in reverse, lightning interweaving, 

unexpectedly displaying all types of irregular scenes. 

Shi Hao’s large hand covered half the sky, cutting off their path of retreat, crushing down on their heads. 

Kacha! 

These people activated secret treasures and other things, but they all shattered in the void. 

It was likes swatting flies as Shi Hao brandished his fist. The precious artifacts and things were destroyed 

one after another, and then these people were like fried potstickers, releasing pilipala sounds as they all 

fell down from the sky. 

Soon after, this place became quiet, because those people were all slapped down, seriously injured and 

dying, already half crippled. 

“What’s wrong? Why is there such a disturbance?” There were people in the city that noticed something 

was wrong outside. 

“There’s an enemy attack, violating my Celestial Clan’s important land! Hurry and find out what is going 

on!” Someone shouted. 

Below, Shi Hao seized that bone mirror, handing it to Huo Ling’er and saying, “This thing has some uses, 

can use it in place of Heavenly Eyes, an ancient treasure.” 



Just now, those true deities used precisely this secret treasure to seek out enemies, but it was now 

seized. 

The City of Heaven could not calm down! 

There was a heavenly deity that came, not knowing that it was Shi Hao who rushed over and paid their 

clan a visit. He looked down, searching for his target. 

Regardless of who it was, approaching Celestial Clan’s ancestral land was extremely disrespectful to the 

clan, let alone forcefully taking action. 

“Who is it that dares to hide? You better drag yourself here!” That heavenly deity shouted. 

In addition, he brought a group of people out from the city, descending below. 

“Old ancestor, be careful!” Someone cried out loudly. 

Shi Hao’s eyes widened. This heavenly deity didn’t come out hastily, but rather came while treading on a 

golden path release by the city gate, making him look even more heroic. 

“Mo Luo!” 

Shi Hao’s eyes became ice cold, immediately recognizing this heavenly deity. He had previously chased 

after him in Fire Province’s grasslands, and he even more so appeared outside Supreme Being Dao Rite 

to kill him. 

However, Mo Luo was stopped by Qi Daolin back then, slapped back with a single palm, his flesh almost 

completely exploding, only his primordial spirit fleeing. 

Back then, Qi Daolin could have killed him, but he left him with his life, saying that he was leaving him 

for his disciple. When Shi Hao was powerful enough, he could then go and kill this person. 

Shi Hao’s impression of this person was quite deep. This person used his heavenly deity body to kill him, 

shaking up mountains and rivers, making an entire mountain range collapse. For the him back then, he 

was far above, impossible to defy. 

When recalling those things, he felt as if everything took place just yesterday. 

Shi Hao naturally had a deep impression of this person, a heavenly deity who had displayed extremely 

severe killing intent towards him. Now, he came at just the right time to settle things. 

“This City of Heaven isn’t simple. Look, the golden light the city gates released can protect Mo Luo. 

Normal people can’t break through it at all.” The Divine Striking Stone said. 

“You all, don’t move. I’m going to kill him!” Shi Hao said. 

He produced a scale that was a foot long and was releasing powerful draconic energy, glistening and 

dazzling. It was precisely the Defying Dragon Scale. 

Chi! 

Shi Hao’s body swayed, appearing before the City of Heaven. 



“What? It’s you!” Mo Luo finally saw who the intruder was, his face immediately changing. He never 

expected that it was actually Huang, that youth from back then. 

He looked down on Shi Hao deep down, because back then, that youth was easily crushed, killing him as 

easy as a turn of his hand. 

If it were not for Qi Daolin’s assistance, he would have killed Shi Hao with a single finger, as easy as 

blowing off dust. 

However, he heard rumors from Immortal Ancient that this youth rose up, advancing greatly, able to 

slaughter heavenly deities now. 

That was why he felt conflicting emotions, unable to accept this reality. 

“Little evil, you dare come to my Celestial Clan, did you not learn your lesson back then?" Mo Luo spoke. 

When Shi Hao heard this, his face fell. Back then, he was captured and brought over, how could he have 

come willingly? He was filled with humiliation. The other person actually brought back past events, 

carrying contempt. 

“Celestial Clan, you all really are shameless. In the past, I was captured and brought here, but today, I 

came here on my own to demand an explanation! The great massacre will start with you!” Shi Hao 

shouted. 

With things already reaching this extent, regardless of what kind of rumors there were in the outside 

world, Mo Luo couldn’t be bothered with so much. Ridicule appeared on his lips, saying, “If not for Qi 

Daolin appearing in the past, my hand would slap a group of people like you to death like houseflies.” 

“You were a heavenly deity back then, while I was but a supreme expert, yet you have the shame to 

flaunt, do you have no sense of shame?” Shi Hao said. n)/𝕠-)𝗏/.𝗲-(𝓁))𝐛-(1-(n 

Hong! 

His palm slapped out, symbols surging. The Kun Peng void figure appeared, attacking outwards to kill Mo 

Luo. 

With a weng sound, that great golden passage shone, becoming increasingly resplendent, unexpectedly 

surrounding Mo Luo to protect him within. 

This was the power of the City of Heaven! 

Large amounts of auspicious multicolored light surged from the city gates, supporting Mo Luo’s body, 

protecting him within. 

“Break!” 

Shi Hao shouted loudly, activating the Defying Dragon Scale in his hands. This thing was extremely 

mysterious, he was unable to figure it out even after studying it for a long time. However, he knew that 

its power was unordinary. 

At this moment, he directly used it like a weapon, intercepting the great golden passage. 



Draconic energy flooded outwards, cries echoing out. This scale smashed into the great golden passage, 

and after it received the auspicious multicolored light’s attack, it immediately flourished with radiance, 

cutting this place off. 

The void exploded! 

“Not good!” Mo Luo cried out. He lost connection with the golden light, unable to obtain City of 

Heaven’s protection anymore, falling out. 

He was now truly exposed. 

Shua! 

Shi Hao’s speed was just too fast. He grabbed the Defying Dragon Scale, putting it away, and then 

quickly rushed over to attack Mo Luo. 

He wasn’t a heavenly deity, yet he dared to take such great action, suppress an expert that had been at 

the heavenly deity level for many years! 

“Young generation, you dare!” Mo Luo was alarmed and angry. Back then, he could crush this youth to 

death with a raise of his hand, yet now, he grew to this step, about to arrive and kill him. 

Right now, his mind was extremely conflicted! 

Together with the rumors he heard back then, this person continuously killing heavenly deities, his 

expression became even more unpleasant. He spared no effort in taking action. 

Chi! 

A great web flew out, flickering like a starry sky. This was a precious artifact Mo Luo newly refined, 

refined from heaven and earth’s stellar sand. When the net descended, it could collect mountains, 

rivers, and all living things. 

However, right now, this web lost effectiveness. When it descended towards Shi Hao, his entire body 

became covered in lightning. He used the Lightning Emperor’s precious technique, releasing all of its 

power towards the great web. 

The stellar sand completely exploded, the net becoming tattered and scorched black, completely 

smashed to pieces. 

Shi Hao brought heaven overflowing lightning with him, as if he was the reincarnation of a lightning 

immortal as he rushed over. His fist smashed outwards, causing lightning radiance to overflow, endless 

stars all appearing. 

Hong! 

Mo Luo used his precious technique to resist him. 

However, it was completely useless. He was blasted flying from just the first strike. 

Shi Hao’s fist was incomparably terrifying, carrying great stars one after another as they rolled over, the 

energy devouring mountains and rivers, descending with unstoppable momentum. 



“No!” Mo Luo cried out, feeling extremely unresigned. This was just a younger generation, and it had 

only been a few years since they last met, yet he already became this powerful. He couldn’t stop him at 

all. 

He continuously displayed secret methods, all types of precious techniques activated, displaying 

expanse after expanse of brilliance to stop Shi Hao’s fist. 

However, that fist approached, the great stars becoming more and more terrifying, as if the entire 

universe was descending. In reality, they were all formed from lightning radiance. 

At this moment, all of these great stars exploded, turning into lightning. 

Pu! 

In that instant, Mo Luo cried out miserably, his entire body in tatters, charred black by lightning. Even his 

bones were visible. 

“Stop!” He shouted, wishing to run. 

However, Shi Hao’s gaze was cold, not wasting any words with him. He rushed over, palm blade hacking 

down. With a pu chi sound, his head was removed. 

Mo Luo’s primordial spirit wanted to escape, but in the end, Shi Hao pointed out, making this primordial 

spirit explode, completely die. 

Everyone who watched on City of Heaven’s walls were shocked, erupting into commotion. That was but 

a heavenly deity! However, he was killed so easily. 

This made many of them shiver from fear. The one who came was just too strong! 

“It’s Huang, the youth from back then! He came for revenge!” 

“How could this be? It has only been a few years! He became this powerful after coming out from 

Immortal Ancient?!” 

Finally, everyone in City of Heaven above knew that Huang came. The youth who was locked in the black 

prison and almost tormented to death came knocking on their door. 

The entire city was moved, everyone ascending onto the city walls to look below. 

Thus, everyone became certain that he was the youth from back then. He came back, but his strength 

was already entirely different. 

“Celestial Clan, I’ve returned to fulfill my promise. All of the heavenly deities, dao protector, just drag 

your asses out here!” Shi Hao challenged. 

At this moment, Huo Ling’er also rushed into the sky, standing at his side, her fiery-red dress fluttering 

about, making her look incredibly moving. 

On the walls above, Yun Xi was watching those two, feeling as if she was looking at a pair of daoist 

immortals. Her expression was complicated, opening her mouth several times to say something, but was 

ultimately only left with bitterness. 



Back then, Celestial Clan acted against Shi Hao, the grudges between them too deep. It was useless no 

matter what Yun Xi said now. 

Her heart was in pain. For the sake of rescuing her back then, Shi Hao traveled with her over hundreds 

of thousand of li, fighting intensely the whole time, yet in the end, he was repaid with slander and 

humiliation. 

Now, the other young lady was still Shi Hao’s companion, also coming from the lower realm like Yun Xi, 

but they were completely different. Those two were now extremely intimate. 

Even some of the Celestial Clan’s higher level was filled with regret now. If they hadn’t pushed around 

that youth back then, scheming after his precious techniques, how could it have ended like this? 

Now, everyone under the sky knew that Huang cultivated three strands of immortal energy, shocking 

past and present, unmatched among his peers, no one able to be his opponent. 

It could be said that the road ahead of him was brilliant. One didn’t have to think too much to know that 

he would definitely become one of the three thousand provinces’ rulers! 

A person like this ended up becoming a mortal enemy of the Celestial Clan. Now that they thought 

about it like this, some people felt extremely upset, to the extent where they wanted to vomit blood. 

One had to understand that that youth traveled together with Yun Xi, their relationship extremely close. 

If not for their forceful actions, bullying and humiliating him, how would things have developed like this? 

If they treated him with enough respect back then, it might be a completely different situation. 

Perhaps the young lady standing at Huang’s side would be Yun Xi, and not the moving young lady in the 

fiery-red dress. 

Some of the Celestial Clans’ higher level figures felt regret, feeling that it was too pitiful. This youth 

might have very well been their Celestial Clan’s most powerful ally, yet now, they were completely 

standing in opposition. 

In reality, the various events of the past had long spread throughout the outside world, many great 

inheritances laughing at them, at how they pushed the exceptional figure of a generation to the other 

side. 

“Hateful!” Someone clenched his fists, couldn’t help but cry out. 

What were they supposed to do now? There was no way they could change things. 

“Celestial Clan, where are you heavenly deities and dao protectors? All of you, drag your asses out and 

accept death!” Shi Hao plugged up the city outside the walls, challenging with a loud voice, stopping the 

entire clan by himself. 

Chapter 1032 - Suppression With Force 

Celestial Clan’s higher level figures were extremely frustrated, and at the same time resentful. 



They missed out on a genius who cultivated three strands of immortal energy, now already too late for 

regrets. This was a rarely seen genius since ancient times, impossible to find another even if they 

scoured the entire three thousand provinces. 

However, they were still unwilling to let it go, feeling rage inside. After all, the Shi Hao back then was 

only a supreme expert, someone they could play around with in their hands. If it wasn’t because of 

something unforeseen, he would have long been killed by them. 

Back then, any random true deity could have killed Shi Hao. As for the higher level figures, a single finger 

was enough, to the extent where a loud enough roar could make him explode on the spot. 

Now, the difference was too great. They almost couldn’t accept this. 

“Hello? Is anyone coming out to fight?” Shi Hao spoke, his voice ringing through City of Heaven’s skies. 

What kind of place was this? It was the ancestral land of a former Emperor Clan! Even though it had 

already declined, it still wasn’t a place that could be easily looked down upon. However now, a young 

man dared to trap them in their city walls, challenging from outside. 

Celestial Clan’s higher level figures’ expressions fell, all of their eyes extremely cold. 

It was because they knew that no matter what the results were today, Celestial Clan’s popularity in the 

higher realms was going to fall, dropping a level. 

A twenty or so year old youth plugged up their ancestral land, brashly challenging them. This in itself 

spoke of too many problems. 

Perhaps many people will believe that the Celestial Clan really has completely declined. Otherwise, how 

could it be like this? 

This was a sign, a sign that a clan was weakening. 

Even if they killed Shi Hao, it would still be extremely difficult for them to redeem their reputation. 

Moreover, they didn’t have any confidence in killing Huang. His battle accomplishments have long been 

spread out. How could normal heavenly deities be his opponent? 

“Hateful!” Celestial Clan was furious. This type of result was extremely terrible. 

In reality, Shi Hao didn’t need to do anything, no need to fight a bloody battle. As long as he remained 

here for half a day, he would deliver a great blow to the Celestial Clan’s prestige. 

This was clearly not something a clan could accept! 

“We have to kill him, moreover in the shortest amount of time possible. Otherwise, once news gets out, 

it will make our Celestial Clan look incredibly weak, drawing the eyes of many starving wolves!” 

Someone said coldly. 

However, his proposal was quickly met with the questioning of others. 

“Don’t forget that this youth has a supreme willow fiend behind him, how many people in the three 

thousand provinces can match it? If we kill him, it will be the same as bringing a huge disaster onto our 

clan!” 



When Willow Deity was mentioned, a shadow loomed over every single individual’s minds. The events 

that transpired that day spoke for itself. Willow Deity fought a great battle against experts from all 

different clans, powerfully killing a few sect masters, shaking up the higher realms. 

How many people dared to rashly provoke that kind of existence? 

“He’s even bullying and humiliating us to this extent, could it be that we can’t retaliate? Even if we can’t 

kill him, we still have to suppress him. I believe that willow fiend won’t make a big fuss over this. If we 

have to, we’ll release him after it pays us a visit.” 

Someone spoke like this, feeling incomparably sullen. They used to be an Emperor Clan whose might 

intimidated the world, yet they were actually now threatened like this, truly a type of humiliation. 

There were those who felt extremely regretful. If they didn’t deal with Huang like that back then, how 

could things have developed like this? 

Moreover, if they set up a proper relationship with him in the past, even Willow Deity, the undying 

existence and others would be standing together with Celestial Clan, forming a terrifying alliance! 

One of them looked towards Yun Xi, opening his mouth, hoping that she could make an appearance. It 

was because they had long seen that if not for their obstruction, something might have happened 

between these two back then. 

It was to the extent where some speculated if they didn’t interfere, he might have become the Celestial 

Clan’s son-in-law. 

Only, it was too late to say anything now, just hoping that Yun Xi could appear and stop Shi Hao. 

Yun Xi’s beautiful brows frowned slightly, her sparkling white face carrying disappointment and sadness 

as she looked at her clansmen. She released a sigh. If not for the clan’s elders’ aggressiveness, coveting 

the precious techniques of others, returning kindness with hostility, how could things have become like 

this? 

The Celestial Clan had a hardline faction, saying, “There’s not much to be said. Right now, we definitely 

can’t compromise with that brat. Just forcefully suppress him and leave him with his life. This is the only 

way!” 

“Correct, if we display weakness, how will the outside world view us? It will become even more 

disadvantageous for our Celestial Clan. He took the initiative to attack us, so even if we can’t capture 

him, I believe that the willow fiend, with its status, wouldn’t randomly unleash slaughter.” Someone said 

in agreement. 

“Alright, activate the formation and suppress him!” After the higher level figures’ discussion, they came 

to this type of decision. 

Immediately afterwards, the City of Heaven shone, as if an enormous sun shone in the sky. Bone texts 

covered the skies layer after layer, illuminating everything. 

Hong! 



The City of Heaven unexpectedly moved, flying, turning into an enormous precious artifact that smashed 

towards Shi Hao. Endless symbols could be seen, flooding outwards like great ocean waves. 

Shi Hao was shocked, moving quickly to escape into the distance. 

This type of magical artifact was too frightening. It released overflowing heavenly deity might, normal 

heavenly deities having their body torn apart and bones crushed upon making contact, dying in an 

instant. 

It was because this wasn’t a normal type of magical artifact, but rather an ancient city the archaic Six 

Great Celestials discovered and then repeatedly refined with countless heavenly treasures. 

It could be said that this was a clan’s supreme treasure! 

Even though it wasn’t ranked in the higher realms’ top ten weapons, it definitely wasn’t far, 

exceptionally terrifying. 

Shi Hao brought Huo Ling’er with him, continuously moving about through the skies to avoid the archaic 

Six Great Celestials’ magical artifact. They couldn’t face it head on. 

“Little evil, you are too arrogant. Just someone who stepped into Holy Sacrifice Realm without true 

unmatched might, yet you dare behave wildly in my Celestial Clan, hand over your life!” 

Someone shouted in City of Heaven with a tone that carried satisfaction and coldness. 

Just now, one of their heavenly deities fell, and everyone was plugged up within the city. This truly was a 

type of humiliation, leaving them extremely sullen. Attacking like this made them release a breath of 

pent-up air. 

“Kill him, kill this young generation!” 

“Violating my Celestial Clan, must be put to death!” 

There were people crying loudly, stirring up noise. The entire Celestial Clan’s mood was stirred up, a few 

hot-blooded youngsters even more so demanding for Shi Hao’s immediate death, not fearing anything. 

Huo Ling’er was quite worried, feeling that Shi Hao was too rash. This was a former Emperor Clan after 

all. Even though it declined, it still had unimaginable methods. Now that they attacked with City of 

Heaven like this, they were in a dangerous situation, only able to run. 

However, she didn’t panic, her delicate hands tightly clenched Shi Hao’s hands, wishing to advance and 

retreat together with him. 

“Don’t worry, since I dared to come here, that means I’m not scared of them!” Shi Hao said, having her 

relax and not worry. 

Immediately afterwards, he produced the Ten Thousand Spirit Diagram, holding it in front of him to 

resist the City of Heaven! 

Honglonglong! 



The enormous city crushed down, leaving behind large amounts of shadows in the ground below. 

However, the skies above were shining brilliantly, the bone texts surging over like ocean waves. 

Right at that instant, the Ten Thousand Spirit Diagram displayed might, light shining in a dazzling 

manner, becoming completely sparkling and translucent. Figures appeared from within one after 

another, all of them the ten thousands spirits from the very beginning. 

All types of ancient beasts and divine birds appeared, everything that should be there was there. There 

were even more powerful plant type creatures that crushed the void, making this place surge, shaking 

the skies. 

The Ten Thousand Spirit Diagram shone, stopping the City of Heaven. 

It was just like before. It couldn’t actively attack, only able to defend. 

The City of Heaven tumbled down, continuously smashing about. However, all of the bone texts were 

stopped, the tremendous impact completely neutralized, unable to harm the male and female pair. 

Everyone in the Celestial Clan was shocked. This was the supreme treasure of a clan, an invincible 

weapon, yet it couldn’t do anything to that youth. It truly left them shocked. 

There were even some who felt a wave of chilliness inside. This result was too terrible! 

Those who were previously still noisy and shouting now all became silent, their hearts full of bitterness 

and frustration. They felt an enormous feeling of inferiority. 

“Why is it like this? Why can’t we kill him? Just how many years has it been, yet he already grew to this 

extent! If we give him more time, won’t my Celestial Clan be completely destroyed?” 

The faces of some of them distorted, shouting themselves hoarse. They clenched their fists tightly, 

feeling a type of fear from deep within. 

“No, we have to eliminate him!” Someone shouted. Once this battle accomplishment leaked out, the 

entire world wouldn’t remain silent, definitely raising a great commotion. All sects would look down on 

the Celestial Clan. 

However, no matter how they activated the City of Heaven, they still couldn’t shatter the Ten Thousand 

Spirit Diagram. It was stopped, unable to approach. 

They tried again and again, yet the City of Heaven couldn’t do anything to that sparkling white bone, 

stopped by a soft force below. 

The faces of Celestial Clan’s higher levels fell, all of them feeling that things were extremely bad. 

“Even though we haven’t been defeated, this will affect my clan’s prosperity and decline. If news gets 

out, how will the outside world see us?” 

“Do you all have any methods to capture him?” 

In the end, everyone became silent. The old Celestial left to comply with the archaic contract of alliance, 

while the dao protector didn’t have much life left, already heavily injured and dying. Right now, not one 

could stop Shi Hao. 



Continuously smashing down and activating City of Heaven resulted in tremendous consumption. All 

types of heavenly treasures would become damaged. If this continued for a long time, the clan wouldn’t 

be able to endure the costs. 

“Forget it, have Yun Xi go and chat with him, ask him what we have to do to have him withdraw.” One of 

them said with a sigh, filled with a sense of frustration. 

Another heavenly deity’s face became even more ashen, fiercely smashing the small side table and 

others to pieces, incredibly resentful, but could only agree. 

Yun Xi was summoned. After receiving the order, City of Heaven was opened, a gap appearing to send 

her out. 

The City of Heaven shifted backwards, the symbols disappearing, returning to normal. The city walls 

were filled with people, all of them paying close attention. 

Yun Xi released a soft sigh. This really was a task that left her embarrassed and bitter. How could things 

have reached this extent? Her mood wasn’t very good. 

Yun Xi walked over, her purple clothes fluttering about, snow-white skin like jade. She was extremely 

beautiful, hair fluttering about, eyes like gemstones. 

“Celestial Clan truly is daring, sending you out like this and approaching me. Aren’t they scared that I’ll 

take action?” Shi Hao said as he looked at this old friend. 

Yun Xi’s beautiful oval face carried bitterness, as well as humiliation. She carried the shame of her clan, 

ultimately pushed out to negotiate. 

“Have you been well?” Yun Xi spoke up, not trying to persuade Shi Hao, only giving her greetings like 

this. 

“Not too bad.” Shi Hao nodded, not saying too much. There weren’t any grudges to speak of between 

him and Yun Xi, the events back then had nothing to do with her. 

Yun Xi’s mind was a mess. She could feel how estranged she was compared to Shi Hao. The other party’s 

reply was extremely concise, not saying much. n)-𝔒/-𝐕(-𝑒-)𝐋-/𝔟/.I/(n 

“Fire Clan princess, after being separated for many years, we meet again.” Yun Xi adjusted her mood, 

and then looked towards Huo Ling’er at Shi Hao’s side, carefully gazing at her as she spoke. 

“Really, after several years have passed, I never expected we would reunite again. Fairy Yun Xi’s style is 

greater than in the past.” Huo Ling’er replied, not cold, but not much warmth to speak of either. 

Chapter 1033 - Death of the Celestials 

Yun Xi opened her mouth, wishing to say something, but she found it difficult to speak. 

“You should just return.” Shi Hao said. He knew why Yun Xi came, but how could he agree? 

“Shi Hao, the clan’s ancestors wanted me to ask you what they had to do to make you withdraw and 

leave the matter be.” Yun Xi finally said it. If she didn’t there was no way she could explain things to her 

clansmen. 



“Have those so-called old ancestors come out. I’ll settle things in one go, and then my grudge with the 

Celestial Clan will be over.” Shi Hao calmly said. 

Yun Xi widened her eyes, feeling extremely shocked. Even though Shi Hao’s tone was calm, that type of 

killing intent was too heavy and oppressive. He was going to unleash a great slaughter! 

The conditions were just too harsh for the Celestial Clan, too heavy to endure. 

How many heavenly deities would a clan even have? The elders of the Celestial Clan’s higher levels were 

their clan’s most powerful heavenly deities. If they were all killed, then this clan would suffer a sudden 

and devastating decline. 

Was he going to completely cut off the Celestial Clan’s higher level?! 

In the distance, those individuals on the city walls couldn’t hear their conversations, but they could read 

lips, and as such deduce what he was saying. All of them were unable to restrain their anger. 

This was just too arrogant! Just a single person, yet he was going to massacre all the high level figures of 

a clan. 

Forget about the fact that they didn’t acknowledge his strength, even if he truly had those types of 

methods, how could the Celestial Clan’s higher level figures just sit and wait for death, wait for him to 

kill them? 

City of Heaven was in chaos. Many people were indignant, immediately becoming noisy. 

Outside the city, Yun Xi looked at Shi Hao blankly, trying to carry out the final effort, saying, “I know that 

the clan elders and the others let you down back then, but... could you show them a bit of mercy?” 

She asked Shi Hao if he needed any compensation. The Celestial Clan could pay all types of heavenly 

materials, as well as many spiritual pills, precious medicines, and other things. 

Shi Hao’s reply was extremely firm, not wishing to take any steps back, saying, “Yun Xi, you should just 

go back. Because both of us are people from the lower realm, I won’t make things difficult for you. 

However, if other Celestial Clan experts try to advise me, I’ll immediately cut them down!” 

Yun Xi didn’t say anything, her eyes entirely red as she silently turned around to leave. She completed 

her task, but the results were that she failed. She was in the middle of both parties, truly in an extremely 

difficult situation. 

“Brat, who do you think you are, a long life individual? To so easily demand my clan’s high level figures’ 

heads, you haven’t become unmatched under the sky yet!” Someone erupted in rage from above the 

city walls. 

Celestial Clan used to be an Emperor Clan, so they were arrogant from the bones. How could they 

tolerate this type of humiliation, be looked down upon by a younger generation figure? Many of them 

immediately erupted into rage. 

City of Heaven shone, crushing down towards Shi Hao! 



However, the Ten Thousand Spirit Diagram in Shi Hao’s hands offered enough protection, its defensive 

prowess astonishing. 

In reality, it was unrealistic for Shi Hao to break into the city. He didn’t have any powerful weapon to do 

so. The Ten Thousand Spirit Diagrams ‘passive type divine creatures’ wouldn’t carry out a defense unless 

it suffered an attack. 

Just like that, both sides entered a deadlocked situation. 

Shi Hao was still alright, not that anxious, but the Celestial Clan was different. To have their gates 

plugged up like this was truly a great humiliation. 

Meanwhile, what they were most worried about was news leaking out, triggering the mockery of all 

sects, that they would look down on them, thinking that the Celestial Clan had completely weakened 

and declined. 

Shi Hao wanted to break in, while the Celestial Clan wanted to suppress Shi Hao. 

“City of Heaven is a well known great treasure in the higher realms, there is no way for us to break 

through. Will it be good to maintain this deadlock situation? They might have some type of special 

methods or backing.” Huo Ling’er said, warning Shi Hao. 

“It’s fine, I just need to stop them for a day or two, and then it’ll be enough for their reputation to fall 

greatly, unable to raise their heads in the higher realms.” Shi Hao said. 

He was now comparable to a heavenly deity, yet wasn’t strong enough to wipe out a great sect. He 

knew that breaking into City of Heaven wasn’t realistic, but he could place them under great pressure 

and ruin all of their reputation. 

That was why after just half a day, Celestial Clan already couldn’t sit still, feeling too humiliated. A brat 

actually forced them to this extent. 

“Not good, Heavenly Deity Qi Tuo is outside, and seeing how long he’s been out, he should be returning 

soon. If he ends up being intercepted by the little evil, then things will be troublesome.” City of Heaven’s 

people muttered. 

They were extremely worried that heavenly deity Qi Tuo who went out would suffer an attack. 

“Yi, where did that youngster go?” Everyone became stupefied, because they couldn’t find any traces of 

Shi Hao. 

“Below!” 

Someone discovered him. Shi Hao was still within a perimeter of a hundred thousand li of the ancestral 

land, not hunting or picking medicines, but instead picking up the true deities that had been struck down 

earlier, interrogating them one by one. 

Soon after, his eyes flourished with light. There was actually a heavenly deity outside who was about to 

return. This was a good opportunity. 



This was especially the case after hearing the heavenly deity’s name. His eyes shone brightly, his fists 

clenched tightly. 

“Qi Tuo, it’s you!” 

In the past, it was precisely him who brought him from the Blood Plains to City of Heaven. 

“Does anyone know where Qi Tuo is? We need to hurry and let him know!” The people in City of Heaven 

were extremely worried. 

This was but a powerful heavenly deity, yet everyone was worrying for Qi Tuo’s life. One could see how 

vicious Huang was in their hearts, simply a murderer of heavenly deities. 

Unfortunately, no one knew where Qi Tuo was now. The whereabouts of a heavenly deity were difficult 

to ascertain. 

Shi Hao carefully watched this ancient land. He looked towards City of Heaven, waiting for an 

opportunity to arise, calmly waiting for that heavenly deity to return. 

In addition, he had the Divine Striking Stone lay some formations, using them to monitor the situation 

and help them intercept Qi Tuo. 

“Too unbridled, setting these in our domain, what are they treating this place as?” There were people 

who shouted angrily, sending City of Heaven smashing over again. 

“Yi, arrived!” Shi Hao’s eyes flourished. 

He didn’t look towards City of Heaven, but rather at the area below. Someone entered from the outside 

world, stepping into the hundred thousand li hunting ground and medicine garden. 

Shi Hao recognized him with a single glance. It was precisely Qi Tuo! n/)0𝑽𝐞𝑙𝒷1n 

“Hurry and hide!” City of Heaven’s people also discovered his whereabouts, hurriedly transmitting 

sound and shouting loudly. 

Qi Tuo was currently in his robust years, blood energy thriving, reaction speed fast. He quickly rushed 

towards the sky. 

However, Shi Hao already locked onto him, activating lightning and the Kun Peng wings on his back, 

immediately rushing over. 

The two of them tore open the void, raising their speeds to the extreme. 

However, Qi Tuo was still a bit slower in the end. No matter how fast he was, he couldn’t compare to 

the Kun Peng. 

“It’s you!” He recognized Shi Hao with a single look, his mind trembling. Several years ago, it was he who 

brought the hatchling-like Shi Hao to City of Heaven, but now, there was no way to look down on him. 

It was because in these past few days, Huang’s name had been spreading all throughout the three 

thousand provinces. He displayed great divine might in Immortal Ancient, continuously killing heavenly 

deities, his power shocking everyone. 



Hong! 

Qi Tuo used all of his divine force, making use of his entire cultivation to resist Shi Hao. 

At the same time, City of Heaven crushed down, wishing to provide aid. 

Shi Hao’s eyes were burning like golden lights, incredibly penetrating. They shot out two resplendent 

beams of light, and he also pulled out the Everlasting Sword core, hacking forward. 

Shi Hao normally didn’t lightly use this sword. Once it was drawn, it meant that he was truly angry. 

Sword light rushed into the heavens, precious techniques shocking the heavens. Bone texts poured out, 

drowning this place like a sea, the two clashing. 

Pu! 

A head flew out. Qi Tuo was cut down, even his primordial spirit unable to escape, cut down by another 

slash from Shi Hao. It penetrated the space between the brows, killing him on the spot. 

“Ah...” In City of Heaven above, many people cried out in alarm, many of them then screaming loudly. 

That day, Celestial Clan already lost two heavenly deities. Mo Luo and Qi Tuo were killed one after 

another. This was an unendurable heavy loss. 

“How could it be like this? Why did things end up like so?” In the city, a few clan elders roared in anger, 

truly feeling sullen. The other party charged up to their gates, yet they could only turtle up, unable to kill 

the enemy. 

“Hateful!” Many people in Celestial Clan cried out loudly. 

This was especially true for the extremist faction, their eyes long red. This was an intolerable loss. 

However, no one dared leave the city to take revenge. A glorious sect was now holed up within because 

of one person, truly making them feel humiliation. 

Just like that Shi Hao stayed here for a day and night, making this sect about to go mad. 

In the city, quite a few people asked for assistance in battle, hoping to find allies to fight with them 

against Huang. 

As a result, the city became incredibly noisy. 

“What happened? Why is it so noisy?” Within an ice palace, an aged voice sounded. It was precisely 

Celestial Clan’s dao protector. 

“Great one, Huang came, he is standing outside the city, already killed two of my clan’s great heavenly 

deities.” A dao child cautiously reported. 

“What? Huang, that young generation came and dared do this type of thing? Did that willow fiend 

follow him?” The dao protector asked. He was a bit nervous inside. If that willow tree came, who could 

face him? 

“It didn’t, just Huang himself.” 



When the dao protector heard this, he immediately left his isolation. 

Then, the City of Heaven’s higher level received the report, immediately hurrying over to see him. 

“Great one, your injuries haven’t healed yet, please take this time to recover!” Someone urged. 

“Can I still recover? That little bastard even slaughtered his way up to our gates, I am going to restrain 

him!” The dao protector’s face was ashen. 

The great battle before left long-lasting effects. Celestial Clan’s dao protector was lucky to escape with 

his life, spending all this time in isolation recovering after returning, narrowly avoiding death. 

“Dao protector great one has left to kill Huang!” 

“I reckon that great one definitely wishes to capture him alive!” 

City of Heaven erupted with noise, everyone looking forward to seeing this fight. 

“En? That old thing came!” Shi Hao was startled. He was always using his Heavenly Eyes to inspect City 

of Heaven. 

As a result, he immediately noticed the dao protector the moment he came out. 

“Let’s hurry and leave!” Huo Ling’er advised. 

“There’s no rush!” Shi Hao shook his head. 

“Little evil, you still dare appear before my Celestial Clan?!” The dao protector shouted, directly reaching 

out a dried-up palm to restrain him. 

“Old thing, you were beaten half to death outside Immortal Ancient Remains last time, running away as 

soon as you could, now you are strutting around again?” Shi Hao mocked. 

He withdrew quickly, avoiding this attack. 

Celestial Clan dao protector’s expression was ice cold, his complexion pale, lacking color. He directly 

leapt out from City of Heaven to chase after Shi Hao. 

“Old thing, I heard that you were heavily wounded and dying, so what gave you the courage to jump out 

now?” Shi Hao mocked. 

However, he didn’t dare dally here. He hacked open the void with the Immortal Everlasting Sword, 

quickly escaping, moreover readying a Realm Shattering Symbol, turning into a streak of flowing light as 

he rushed into the distance. 

He couldn’t fight the dao protector head on. 

Hong! 

Heaven and earth surged, the void exploded. However, the dao protector’s face was downcast. His 

precious technique attacks didn’t display their effects, unable to hit Shi Hao, allowing him to escape. 

The dao protector chased after him, but was unable to catch him. 



It was because Shi Hao had a few secret treasures on him that allowed him to move exceptionally 

swiftly, for example, the golden Realm Shattering Symbol the nine great sect masters from Immortal 

Ancient Remains refined for him. 

This symbol could be used repetitively, and it also possessed extreme speed. 

“We escaped, let’s not go back.” Huo Ling’er released a great breath. 

“Don’t worry. If he was strong enough, how could we have escaped?” Shi Hao’s eyes flickered, wishing 

to eliminate that dao protector quite badly. 

“That person is too powerful, we cannot provoke him.” Huo Ling’er advised. 

“He doesn’t have much life left to begin with, heavily injured this time. I feel like I can provoke him and 

slowly torment him to death!” Shi Hao said. 

The dao protector returned without any achievement, feeling extremely unreconciled. 

However, soon after, Shi Hao appeared again, challenging Celestial Clan, pointing at the dao protector in 

City of Heaven above. 

The dao protector’s expression immediately became even more overcast. He chased after Shi Hao again, 

but let him run once more. 

“We are still going back?” Huo Ling’er was shocked. After Shi Hao ran, he was still going to return, 

continuously provoking them. 

“Correct, force that old thing to move his muscles and bones a bit, exhaust him to death!” Shi Hao said. 

After the fifth time, Celestial Clan’s dao protector sat down to deduce Shi Hao’s whereabouts. 

“Great one, you must not!” Someone in City of Heaven tried to dissuade him. 

“I don’t have much life left to begin with, this time even more so being heavily injured, destined for 

death. It is perfect to conduct an investigation on him!” The dao protector said. 

If Shi Hao was far enough, the dao protector wouldn’t have tried to divinate his location, but with him 

almost in reach, he felt like he could easily succeed. 

Pu! 

However, soon after, the dao protector coughed out blood, his face full of horror, injuring his great dao 

foundation. 

“Why? He is just nearby, such a close distance shouldn’t cause me to suffer backlash! Is this the wrath of 

the heaven?!” The dao protector was shocked, muttering to himself. 

However, he was unwilling to accept this result, carrying out another divination, wishing to do 

something before his death, suppress Shi Hao. 

This time, it was even more severe. The dao protector sprayed out large amounts of blood, suffering 

serious injuries. 



“How could it be like this?” He had also performed a divination before, knowing that Shi Hao was 

unordinary, not someone who could be peered at. 

That time, it was because the distance was too great, the difficulty enormous. 

Yet today, Shi Hao was just nearby, yet he still failed, impossible to deduce things, moreover worsening 

his injuries greatly. 

“I want to capture him before my death!” Celestial Clan’s dao protector’s will was resolute. 

He carried another divination, but in the end, the space between his brows split, his seven apertures 

releasing blood. He muttered, “How could it be like this, I saw a corner of the future, this person...” 

Everyone in Celestial Clan saw the dao protector suddenly tremble slightly. He was shaken and horrified. 

“Great one, what’s wrong?” 

“Huang...” The dao protector only spat out this word. The space between his brows ruptured, and then 

he released a great roar. He fell on his back, entire body bloody, thus losing his life. 

“Heavens! Dao protector great one has died!” 

This cry of alarm shook up the entire City of Heaven. 

“That brat harmed dao protector to death!” Someone cried out miserably, feeling incredibly mournful. 

“We’re leaving!” Shi Hao said, bringing Huo Ling’er away. 

That day, news spreads. Soon after, some people learned about what happened, becoming 

incomparably shocked. 

Huang continuously killed two of Celestial Clan’s heavenly deities, and then exhausted the clan’s dao 

protector to death, leaving those who received the news stupefied. 

This was clearly a great disturbance, something that shook the great earth. 

Chapter 1034 - Unstable Situation 

Sounds of weeping could be heard all throughout City of Heaven. 

Their dao protector died, body and spirit broken apart, not even a reincarnated true immortal able to 

rescue him. The were just too many scars left on his primordial spirit over the passage of time, and after 

being seriously injured recently, he now completely died. 

The flesh of a cultivator could be repaired, or even stolen, exchanged for a new body, but the primordial 

spirit couldn’t be changed. It would inevitably slowly decay over the years. 

Celestial Clan’s dao protector had already reached the end of his life to begin with, not having much life 

left. Last time, he was seriously injured outside Immortal Ancient Remains, so he didn’t have long left to 

live at all. 

This time, Celestial Clan’s dao protector forcefully carried out divinations, trying to deduce everything 

about Shi Hao, ultimately triggering heaven’s punishment, causing him to fall. 



All of City of Heaven was gloomy, howls of grief and anguished wailing everywhere. Many people were 

crying, weeping over the death of the dao protector. The effects of this were too great. 

Shi Hao hated that elder greatly, but for the Celestial Clan, this was a powerful protector, so how could 

they not feel down? 

Shi Hao left, bringing Huo Ling’er away from City of Heaven. It was because he knew that he couldn’t 

break his way in, so he might as well leave rather than stay here to prevent unexpected things from 

happening. 

However, the effects of this were too great, not calming down after his disappearance. A crisis was 

slowly brewing, shaking up all directions. 

“Did you guys hear? Huang visited City of Heaven, demanding an explanation. He killed two heavenly 

deities in a row, and then even tormented their dao protector to death!” 

“Is this real? It’s sounds too absurd. Celestial Clan’s dao protector was a great figure in the past, 

incredibly powerful. He died just like that?!” 

This truly was a major event that shocked everyone stupid, all of them feeling that this was 

inconceivable. 

Even if an Emperor Clan of the past declined, it shouldn’t have fallen to this extent right? A single youth 

plugged up City of Heaven, issuing his challenge, moreover achieving this much battle results. 

“Isn’t that just some rumor? No matter how strong Huang is, he still wouldn’t dare provoke a previous 

Emperor Clan, right?” 

“Why isn’t it possible? Huang and the Celestial Clan have a great grudge between them, this time acting 

decisively and powerfully. He brought a woman with him, plugging up the entrance, suffocating Celestial 

Clan until they didn’t dare display anger!” 

News spread, all sides in uproar, as if a hurricane swept through this place, the effects incomparably far-

reaching and long-lasting. 

“Huang has achieved so much, yet only twenty years old! He already has such methods and strength, in 

the future, not many people can keep him in check!” 

“Wu, a youngster like this is worth getting close to. I heard that a few great sects are moving together to 

try and rope him in, for example, their most brilliant pearls might be married off by the clan.” 

“I heard about this too, for example, Heaven Mending Sect’s most pure and holy, never to marry holy 

lady seems to have some close relationship with Huang.” 

Many people were discussing this, bubbling with noise. 

However, Shi Hao didn’t pay this much attention, traveling with Huo Ling’er to a few mountains and 

valleys. This wasn’t purely sightseeing, but also a type of dao comprehension. 

The places they went to all had great historical significance, like the cold pool that a True Dragon was 

suspected to have resided in, the mountain ridge a phoenix had lived in seclusion... 



Shi Hao was in the Holy Sacrifice Realm, not entering the Heavenly Deity Realm because his cultivation 

wasn’t that stable. Traveling through these well known ancient lands was beneficial for him. 

Holy Sacrifice wasn’t something bitter cultivation could pass through. One needed a calmness of the 

heart, a sublimation of the spirit, great will power, and others. 

The endless world of mortals, this was the heart tempering of Holy Sacrifice. 

For the greater half of a month, Shi Hao and Huo Ling’er walked through the mountains and rivers, and 

then entered a few well-known enormous cities to experience worldly affairs. 

Only a month later did they finish this type of journey. 

It was because unknowingly when, they had returned to Sin Province. 

During this period of time, they continuously used transport formations to travel from one place to 

another, visiting many historical sites and scenic spots, to the extent where they even took a trip around 

Underworld Earth, watching the black haze rise, death energy overflow into the heavens. 

Sin Province, these two stopped. 

“Let’s go pay Fire Emperor a visit.” Shi Hao said. He wished to see Huo Ling’er’s father. That middle-aged 

man had previously helped him in the lower realm. 

Now, he and Huo Linger were walking together, their relationship intimate, so there was even a greater 

need to visit him. 

“Why are you suddenly thinking about this now?” Huo Ling’er asked. 

“Visiting the respected wife’s father is naturally something I need to do. I want to marry his daughter 

sooner!” Shi Hao laughed. 

Huo Ling’er blushed with embarrassment, directly giving him a punch. 

Fire Emperor was extremely unordinary. Regardless of whether it was boldness or cultivation, both were 

great and extraordinary. 

Spiritual mountains stretched across, multicolored clouds curling about, ancient trees luxuriant, spiritual 

medicines plentiful. 

As soon as they saw this, approaching this place, an enormous vicious beast roared, quickly throwing 

itself over. It was like a little mountain as it stepped on the void, its aura ferocious. 

“What does this fella eat every day? Why did it end up so big?” Shi Hao was stupefied. 

That was an enormous wolf, the fur covering its entire body sleek, shining like satin. There was a pair of 

wings on its back, large like a mountain peak as it descended from above. 

It was precisely the little wolf. After not meeting for a few years, it had already grown into a huge beast. 

“Ling’er!” 



This enormous wolf descended, quickly shrinking until it was a foot in size. It then rushed over to the 

two of them, and then looked towards Shi Hao. 

“You came back from Immortal Ancient?” Little Wolf looked at Shi Hao, feeling joy and excitement. n-)𝑂-
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Shi Hao laughed, lifting it up in one go. This little fella was quite attached to him back then. Even when 

Huo Ling’er fed it spiritual medicines, it still always jumped into Shi Hao’s embrace, angering Huo Ling’er 

until she called it a thankless wretch. 

“Aiyou, why are you so heavy? How much meat do you eat everyday? About to crush me under you.” 

Shi Hao teased, rubbing its head. 

“No way! My figure is wonderful!” Little Wolf widened its large eyes, correcting fiercely. 

“Female?” Shi Hao laughed. 

“Go die, I’m not going to be nice to you anymore!” Little Wolf was furious, struggling free and directly 

jumping into Huo Ling’er’s arms, ignoring him. 

“Where is my father?” Huo Ling’er asked. 

“Went on a trip again, I don’t know when he’ll return.” Little Wolf replied. 

Fire Emperor was a carefree person, often traveling around to to comprehend the truth of heaven and 

earth, cultivating his own dao. 

However, he was quite considerate of his own danger as well. Back then, it was precisely him who 

headed for the Fire Mulberry Forest, bringing Huo Ling’er and Little Wolf with him to this place. 

However, Huo Ling’er feared that Shi Hao wouldn’t be able to find her when he came back, so she 

changed her appearance and wandered about that area again, turning into a mulberry leaf picker. 

“Sigh, what a pity, missed the Fire Emperor again.” Shi Hao said with a sigh. 

“You’ll see him in the future.” Huo Ling’er laughed. 

“I originally wanted to discuss a bit with the old man about when I’ll escort the bride. Turns out he’s not 

here.” Shi Hao said with a smile. 

“What are you randomly spouting!” Huo Ling’er face became red. 

Little Wolf even more so widened its eyes, rolling around and saying, “You are going to do something 

bad?” 

Shi Hao immediately gave it a knuckle, saying, “When adults are speaking, why is a little wolf like you 

trying to join?” 

“Who said I was little?!” Little Wolf was upset, immediately turning into its original body. With a 

honglong sound, it turned into an enormous mountain, crushing Shi Hao below. 

If it was a normal person, they definitely wouldn’t be able to handle it, but Shi Hao produced an 

enormous golden light hand, immediately supporting it. 



“I want to go out with you two as well!” When it was subdued, Little Wolf cried out. 

Guarding this place was extremely dry and dull, it wanted to leave a long time ago. 

Just like that, two people and one wolf went on their way again, traveling through the great provinces. 

At this time, they heard quite a few rumors, feeling shocked. The higher realms were no longer peaceful. 

“There are ancient worlds beyond the three thousand provinces, the Nine Heavens and Ten Earths have 

formed a great alliance. Thing truly are unfolding on a magnificent scale!” 

“Is Shi Hao going to go? The Nine Heavens Ten Earths’ heroes are all gathering, unexpectedly going to 

construct a holy academy, immortal academy, heavenly deity institution and other things, really is 

shocking.” 

Shi Hao and Huo Ling’er were both startled. He hadn’t had time to understand the details of the outside 

world after leaving Immortal Ancient, while Huo Ling’er resided in the Fire Mulberry Tree Forest the 

entire time, not paying too much attention to these things. They unexpectedly learned that the selection 

of the heroic geniuses had already begun, the qualifications rumored to be extremely strict. 

This was especially the case when there were foreign young experts serving as gatekeepers, defeating 

who knew how many people, stopping who knew how many geniuses of the higher realms. 

“Heavenly deities that cultivated immortal energy? Sweeping everything before them, forcing back the 

heavenly deities of the three thousand provinces, the foreign guests really are powerful to a ridiculous 

level, to the point of leaving everyone speechless.” 

Even though Shi Hao had heard a bit, he didn’t deliberately seek out news. He became a bit interested 

now. There were people who descended into the three thousand provinces from beyond, what kind of 

people were they? Just how strong were they? 

“Really want to take a look to see how formidable they are.” He didn’t fear a challenge. 

“Didn’t you hear? The foreign heroic talents wish to fight you, Exiled Immortal, and Ten Crown King, 

impossible to dissuade.” Huo Ling’er said. 

During this period of time, the foreign guests were unstoppable, defeating who knew how many 

experts. They were practically all defeated in under three moves. 

The three thousand provinces could not calm down recently, the cultivators who came out from their 

training in Immortal Ancient all unable to lift their heads, because all of them were defeated under the 

foreign guests’ hands. 

The Nine Heavens Ten Earths were now forming an alliance, wishing to nurture true supreme being 

heroic talents, searching everywhere. The final heavenly deity institution might not even be built in the 

higher realms. 

Huo Ling’er was worried, because this might mean that they had to separate. 

It would be too difficult for her to enter this so-called heavenly deity academy, because those extremely 

powerful talents all failed, unable to pass the trial. 



It was rumored that until now, not a single person succeeded, not being selected. 

“We’ve been too isolated recently, should find some place to understand more details.” Shi Hao said. 

The three thousand provinces were extremely large, with great amounts of cultivators. Normally, there 

were all types of exchanged meetings and other things. 

Shi Hao scouted about, finding out that there was a distinguished meeting that was precisely going to 

take place in Green Province, rumored to be a gathering of the outstanding talents of different clans. 

Invitations were sent out to quite a few great provinces. 

It was rumored that they all wished to enter the heavenly deity institution, take on the trial, and then 

head into the world beyond, wishing to become stronger. 

They all had the same goal, because the discussions would all be on this topic. 

Then, Shi Hao learned that the foreign guests, while defeating opponents everywhere, this time, they 

unexpectedly made their way to Green Province, moreover coming here in an extremely serious 

manner. 

Shi Hao arrived uninvited, entering an enormous city. He was going to see what exactly was going on! 

It was rumored that many powerful cultivators were preparing, wishing to be selected and thus rise up, 

entering the so-called heavenly deity institution. 

Chapter 1035 - Gathering 

Green City, a place with wide stone paved streets and pedestrians bustling with activity, a place rich 

with worldly affairs. 

“Candied fruit skewers, large and sweet!” 

“Flood Dragon meat buns, the bun thin filling great, sweet juices rich and tasty!” 

... 

They heard shouts from peddlers as soon as they entered. It was extremely lively with many people, the 

pedestrians moving in an unending flow. 

The candied fruit skewers were indeed quite red, but that wasn’t a normal type of fruit, but rather one 

created from strung up rare spiritual medicines. 

As for the Flood Dragon meat bun, that was definitely not a store an ordinary person could set up. The 

Flood Dragon was a vicious beast, few people dared to hunt them year round. 

From a certain perspective, this spoke of how unordinary Green City was. Even though it was full of 

worldly affairs, there were quite a few experts, many cultivators here, some of them precisely refining 

their mind in mortal society. 

Today, the city was rather restless, many experts arriving, all of them discussing how vast the Nine 

Heavens and Ten Earths were, what it was like inside the ancient lands beyond the three thousand 

provinces. 



There were people from outside this place, for the three thousand provinces’ sects, this left them with 

quite the shock. 

If not for the foreign guests sweeping through the three thousand provinces’ heavenly deities, they 

really wouldn’t have believed what they said, let alone believing the Nine Heavens Ten Earths’ existence. 

The three thousand provinces could not calm down now. Forget about many exceptional talents even a 

few older generation figures wished to cross the void and visit the world beyond, understand the truth. 

However, leaving the three thousand provinces, forget about ascending to the Nine Heavens, just 

traveling to the other nine lands in the Ten Earths was extremely difficult. 

It was because the ancient transport formation was damaged, requiring a large amount of heavenly 

materials to start up, the price to do so too great. 

Moreover, even if they could bring out the heavenly treasures, those ancient lands might not necessarily 

acknowledge the three thousand provinces, strictly investigating those who crossed over. 

“Sigh, even our three thousand provinces can only be considered one of the Ten Earths, then what kind 

of ancient worlds are those Nine Heavens?” Someone said with a sigh. 

Shi Hao and the others entered the city, hearing many voices of discussion. He couldn’t help but raise his 

head. This city was unordinary after all, a city of cultivators with few mortals. 

At the center of the enormous city, there was a scorched black stone mountain. 

It was extremely large and tall, imposing and majestic. Even though it was already broken, only a small 

part remaining, it was still incredibly massive, its aura imposing. 

This mountain was a landmark of Green Province, its origins extremely unordinary. 

“This was originally a mountain deity that exceeded sect masters. Rumor has it that it wished to cross 

tribulation and produce immortal light, but a streak of lightning hacked out its original body, destroying 

its primordial spirit, only leaving behind a piece of its mountain body.” 

Shi Hao and Huo Ling’er heard people discussing this as soon as they approached. 

In reality, since this was an important place in Green Province, there were many cultivators that were 

attracted to this famous location. This was especially the case for those outside this province who were 

passing by, feeling that they had to admire it and give this place a look. 

The natives didn’t hesitate to introduce this place, and there were a few stores, who for the sake of 

selling spiritual medicines, weapons, and other things were even more enthusiastically explaining. 

There were many stores around the scorched black stone mountain, this place was incredibly lively, 

people coming and going, shoulders brushing against each other. There were just too many creatures. 

Shi Hao and Huo Ling’er ascended the mountain. People around them all displayed envious expression, 

but at the same time carrying reverence. 



This broken mountain was entirely scorched black. Even though it was already damaged, it was still 

majestic, several thousand zhang tall. There was a small path that led directly to the top of this 

mountain. 

This was a wondrous place. Even though the mountain body was damaged, there were strange natural 

laws that prevented flight, only allowing for normal walking. 

Moreover, those whose cultivation levels didn’t reach the True Deity Realm couldn’t even walk through 

this place, unable to go up. 

It was rumored that this mountain deity used to be extremely powerful, touching upon the highest 

realm. While prying into the mysteries of the world, it unexpectedly incurred the wrath of heaven. 

However, its damaged body was still unordinary. 

There were wisps of immortal energy moving about. Walking on the mountain was extremely beneficial 

to cultivators, but it wasn’t something a normal person could climb. 

“This place isn’t bad!” Shi Hao nodded. He felt as if the three strands of immortal energy within him 

truly were resonating a bit with this place. n()0𝗏𝗲𝓵𝗯In 

There were a small wine shop and a tea house above the mountain, both of them outdoors. There were 

also a few praying mats that experts sat on top of. 

Apart from this, there were a few nice buildings, but there weren’t many. They were suspended in the 

void, appearing splendid and magnificent, as if they didn’t belong to the mortal world, carrying clouds 

and mist. 

There were many people here, none of them weak, because those who weren’t true deities couldn’t 

ascend this mountain. 

It was clear that quite a few people had gathered here. From just a glance, Shi Hao saw a few 

exceptional talents, all of them experts. 

After him and Huo Ling’er came up, they didn’t walk towards the crowd, instead finding a small wine 

shop by the edge of this place, sitting down and listening in on the discussions. 

Many people were talking about the foreign guests, because until now, not a single one of them were 

defeated, while the three thousand provinces’ cultivators couldn’t even raise their heads. 

“To be more precise, it was a single person from the foreign guests who took action, while who knows 

how many experts of my three thousand provinces were defeated. It truly is humiliating!” Someone said 

with a sigh. 

A single person crushed the cultivators all over the three thousand provinces, no one able to match 

them. This really was quite frightening. 

“What do you all think? How are the Nine Heavens Ten Earths divided? Could it be that the so-called Ten 

Earths are truly that inferior to the Nine Heavens? Otherwise, how could any random person they sent 

out easily dominate the three thousand provinces?” 



“That person should be a rarely seen young expert from beyond this land, and it’s not like there’s no one 

in our three thousand provinces who can’t defeat him, just that they haven’t taken action yet. For 

example, the Exiled Immortal, Huang, Ten Crown King, Ning Chuan, which one of them are ordinary? 

They are all ridiculously powerful!” 

“Wu, speaking of Huang, he really is quite something, stirring up such chaos in Celestial Clan, tormenting 

their dao protector to death, truly shocking.” 

A few people were discussing this, speaking about recent matters. 

As for further away, there were even more people. They were divided into several regions. 

It was clear that on the bejeweled buildings above, those people were even more powerful, every single 

one of them with unordinary statuses. 

“Fairy Xiao Yue, I heard that your battle accomplishments in Immortal Ancient Remains are brilliant, 

enough to rank near the front, almost obtaining a jade book?” A young man spoke. 

On the bejeweled building above, a white clothed woman was seated on the praying mat, quiet and 

calm as she said, “Still failed at the final step.” 

Quite a few people were shocked. This was definitely a powerful individual. It was rumored that only the 

first few dozen people had the luck of encountering a jade book, yet in the end, only around ten people 

obtained them. 

Shi Hao looked towards the bejeweled building above. That woman looked a bit familiar, as if he had 

met her before in Immortal Ancient, but she should be around the hundredth individual to rush into that 

place of natural luck. 

“Fairy Xiao Yue truly is exceptional, traveling unhindered through Immortal Ancient, undefeated the 

entire path, daring to compete against those kings.” Someone spoke in praise. 

“Brother Li is cracking jokes. There were some who rushed into that place of natural luck before me, yet 

they all narrowly missed out.” Fairy Xiao Yue said. 

On the mountain, many people had looks of admiration. The individuals in the bejeweled building above 

were all powerful as expected, exceeding their expectations. 

“Do you recognize them?” Huo Ling’er said softly, asking Shi Hao at her side. 

“I don’t.” Shi Hao shook his head. 

On the side, a few people heard their conversation, one of them couldn’t help but sneer, saying, “Not 

everyone can recognize those heavenly talents.” 

Huo Ling’er curled her lips. Someone said this straight to her, ignoring Shi Hao, so she naturally wasn’t 

pleased. However, she didn’t say much either. 

“Yi, which sect’s disciple is this fairy from?” It was clear that this person didn’t expect Huo Ling’er to be 

this beautiful and outstanding. When he looked over, his eyes immediately lit up. 

“We are just small cultivators, you wouldn’t know of it even if we told it.” Huo Ling’er curled her lips. 



There were also female cultivators there. When they saw how fine Huo Ling’er was, her figure 

wonderful, they all revealed hostility. 

A woman muttered with a soft voice, “Seems like you understand yourself well.” 

Huo Ling’er didn’t want to provoke matters, so she ignored this. However, Shi Hao didn’t feel much 

misgivings. He was unstoppable in Immortal Ancient a month or two ago, not even hesitating to kill 

heavenly deities, let alone others. 

“Is it bad to not recognize those people? Only by recognizing those geniuses can one be considered 

extraordinary?” Shi Hao said with a cold laugh. 

“Normal people truly don’t have the qualifications to recognize those above. They are all well-known 

figures that slaughtered out a brilliant reputation in Immortal Ancient!” Someone mocked. 

“We also entered Immortal Ancient, but could only watch those people from afar. Fairy Xiao Yue and the 

others are just too powerful, those with weaker strength can’t get close at all, no way of watching their 

battles.” Someone else said. 

When Shi Hao heard this, he sneered, saying, “You all even entered Immortal Ancient? My apologies for 

not recognizing.” 

“Then that means the two of you hadn’t even entered Immortal Ancient?” Someone asked, expression 

unkind. “Could it be that you all didn’t know that the gathering this time consists purely of experts who 

entered Immortal Ancient?” 

“This fairy looks quite unordinary, she can stay. Someone like you with such impetuous speech, it’s best 

if you head down the mountain.” One of them shot out a look of disdain, saying this to Shi Hao. 

When Shi Hao heard this, he immediately laughed, shook his head, and then sipped at his cup of tea. 

“You still aren’t going down the mountain?!” Someone berated. 

It was clear that the disturbance here drew the attention of others, even the people in the bejeweled 

building above looked down. 

“You are...” Fairy Xiao Yue cried out in alarm, widening her beautiful pupils, immediately standing up, 

staring blankly at Shi Hao. 

Soon after, the others in the bejeweled building also noticed the situation, and then a few others were 

shocked, all of them getting up. 

“Huang!” 

“He actually came!” 

The most powerful people in the bejeweled building above were all stupefied, and then they cupped 

their fists towards Shi Hao with respect and courtesy. 

Who was this person? The people below were all shocked. 



Fairy Xiao Yue and the others came down from the bejeweled building, every single one of them 

carrying expressions of shock, greeting Shi Hao. They were truly too shocked, actually meeting Huang 

here! 

“Brother Shi and I have met!” 

“You all are too polite.” Shi Hao replied. 

“What? He is Huang? The one who came first in Immortal Ancient, domineering might unmatched 

Huang?” The others were all shocked. 

The ones that were previously ridiculing Shi Hao in particular went pale. The reason why this male and 

female pair didn’t recognize those here was because they were too powerful. 

Not everyone could recognize Huang. When they were in Immortal Ancient, not everyone had the 

qualifications to witness him fighting, only some fortunate enough to. 

“This person is precisely Huang, the one who was unmatched in Immortal Ancient!” 

“Not long ago, he had even tormented Celestial Clan’s dao protector to death!” 

This place couldn’t calm down, erupting with commotion. 

Fairy Xiao Yue and the others all rushed over, full of courtesy towards Shi Hao. They raised their wine 

glasses and proposed a toast, stirring up quite the activity. 

Shi Hao didn’t make things difficult for them either, smiling as he touched glasses. There were some who 

were indeed quite strong, ranking close to the hundred in the front. 

“Everyone, I wish to understand a bit about the foreign guests, how strong they are.” Finally, Shi Hao 

asked like this. 

“Brother Shi, they are all extremely powerful, just a single person taking action, the others not attacking, 

yet they suppressed our higher realms’ experts until we couldn’t raise our heads.” Someone said. 

“Brother Shi, they specially named you out to fight.” Fairy Xiao Yue said. 

“What is with this, random people even wishing to fight against me?” Shi Hao said. 

This place immediately became quiet, everyone becoming speechless, mouths open. This was just too 

valiant, not even putting those powerful foreign guests in his eyes. 

Perhaps only Huang dared to speak like this, right? Who else dared to do such a thing? 

“Brother Shi, those people might come here today.” Fairy Xiao Yue said. They held this gathering today, 

so after the news traveled out, it might draw those people over. 

It was because whenever there were distinguished meetings, if the foreign guests weren’t too far, they 

would definitely participate. 

Now, they heard that those people were precisely in this province. 

“Is that so?” Shi Hao nodded. 



Suddenly, auspicious multicolored light shone from the distance, the sky torn apart, directly rushing 

towards Green City! 

Could it be, those people really were coming? Everyone was startled, rising to their feet and looking into 

the horizon. 

Chapter 1036 - Tongbi Divine Ape 

An expanse of auspicious multicolored light scattered down, as if thousands of rainbows moved through 

the skies. A war chariot released shocking radiance, carrying dark light as it rushed over. 

In the places it rushed past, the void split, smoke and clouds pervading the air, flowing multicolored light 

exploding, the scene shocking and astonishing. 

Everyone was shocked. This war chariot was formidable, speed too fast, tearing open the void just by 

moving normally. One could see how powerful it was. 

In that instant, it arrived. This was a war chariot formed from Five-Colored Divine Copper, clearly a rare 

secret treasure. Normal people couldn’t refine it at all. 

It was too fast, rushing into Green City and arriving on top of the broken mountain. 

In the surroundings, the void split apart. Large black cracks appeared one after another, the scene 

terrifying. 

This type of power was too great, as if an extremely great figure had descended, making many geniuses 

tremble inwardly. Even Fairy Xiao Yue’s expression changed greatly. 

The only thing was that this black broken mountain affected space, interfering with flying matter. When 

the Five-Colored Divine Copper War Chariot rushed over, it swayed, brilliant light erupting. 

However, this chariot really was extraordinary. After being affected. it quickly descended, landing with a 

peng sound. Nothing unexpected happened, only making the earth and stone here fly about, smoke and 

dust rising into the air. 

This was a powerful and astonishing war chariot, on it engraved a diagram of gods and devils, suns and 

moons devoured, hands grabbing at the stars, as well as images of ten thousand beasts worshiping an 

altar, flying birds making a pilgrimage. 

It was clear and easy to see that this war chariot was formidable! 

There weren’t any vicious beasts pulling on the vehicle, but despite this being the case, it still looked 

powerful and imposing. It could move by borrowing symbols, similarly possessing extreme speed. 

Everyone stared at this , wishing to see what kind of great figure it was exactly who arrived. However, 

they were all extremely nervous, because the people coming were definitely powerful. 

A rough sound could be heard from within the chariot, cryptic and difficult to understand. 

In that instant, many people unexpectedly didn’t understand what was said. 



“What does it mean? What kind of language is this?” Many people revealed looks of shock, in deep 

confusion. 

“Truly is the foreign guests, this is the language they use!” Fairy Xiao Yue’s expression changed greatly. 

She clearly learned about quite a few things during these days. 

The expressions of the other experts also became serious. Sure enough, their gathering attracted these 

mysterious experts. The foreign experts truly descended. 

It was because they had long heard that whenever a province held a distinguished meeting, they would 

definitely pay a visit to see if there were any true experts. 

In reality, however, the young heroes of all different provinces suffered crushing defeats in these past 

few days, being humiliated. No one could withstand the foreign guests’ might, the best battle 

accomplishment was nothing more than ten moves. 

It could be said that during this month or two, the higher realms’ experts lost much of their face, this 

kind of defeat making all sects lose face. 

“#￥％...” A voice sounded again from the vehicle, the people here still unable to understand what they 

were saying. 

“This was as type of ancient language that needed to be carefully thought about to understand, similar 

to the archaic language. 

“Heng, the Three Thousand Dao Provinces really have declined, even forgetting the mother tongue of 

the past!” 

Finally, words that everyone could understand sounded from the war chariot, carrying dissatisfaction, 

arrogance, and a type of contempt. 

“Seniors, what type of instructions do you all have?” Someone responded, extremely cautious as he 

stood in front of the war chariot, treading carefully. 

“I’m not that old!” This type of voice sounded from the war chariot. A cold snort sounded, a bit 

impatient. 

Then, he spoke again, saying, “This is Green Province’s distinguished meeting? It doesn’t seem like all 

that either, not having any experts to speak of at all.” 

This place immediately became quiet. The one who came was extremely arrogant, not attaching much 

importance to the people here, not even getting off the vehicle. 

No one said anything, quietly waiting to see what exactly he was going to do. 

Many people already got up, but Shi Hao didn’t pay this any attention, still sitting there, enjoying the 

fine wine together with Huo Ling’er. She helped him pour wine, and sipped on some herself. 

As for Little Wolf, it directly carried a small wine jug, trying its best to display a quiet and calm 

appearance as it drank. 



“Too lacking. You all wish to enter the heavenly deity institution even with this type of aptitude? No 

chance at all!” That hoarse voice sounded from the war chariot. That person seemed to be shaking his 

head. 

The group of people revealed ugly expressions. Being evaluated like this, anyone would start to feel 

discontent. 

“Dao brother, what kind of conditions do we have to meet in order to have a chance of entering the 

academy established by the Nine Heavens Ten Earths alliance?” Someone gathered their courage and 

asked. 

“Naturally by defeating me!” The individual in the war chariot said. 

When everyone heard this, they frowned. The difficulty was too great. This person was the foreign 

heavenly deity named Lin Tian? Many people already heard that it was always him who was taking 

action, defeating many heavenly deity level experts in the three thousand provinces. 

Even now, he crushed all those in his path, never suffering a defeat. 

“Brother Lin, this... is too difficult. Your dao laws are profound, the higher realms truly not having many 

who can fight against you.” Fairy Xiao Yue said. 

Right at this time, the curtain of the bronze war chariot was lifted, revealing the expert within. 

Everyone was immediately stupefied. 

That wasn’t the heroic youth everyone imagined at all, but rather a creature with a protruding mouth. 

It was a divine ape with golden fur and a protruding mouth. He sat there, eyes like golden lamps, 

flickering with light, extremely domineering. 

This monkey wore dao robes, its appearance rather amusing, but there was a powerful aura that 

pervaded outwards, gaze incomparably cold. No one dared look down on him, everyone’s minds 

pounding. This was an extremely powerful heavenly deity. 

“May I ask for dao friend’s name?” Someone spoke quietly. There didn’t seem to be any monkeys 

among the foreign guests. 

“I am the Tongbi[1] Divine Ape bloodline’s Yuan Tian.” It said in an ice-cold tone. 

This left everyone shocked. Could it be that this wasn’t a foreign guest? 

“If I may ask, what kind of relationship do you have with the foreign guests, if you recognize heavenly 

deity Lin Tian?” Someone asked. 

“I naturally came from beyond this land, accepting Lin Tian as my lord.” It replied. 

When this sentence sounded, everyone’s expressions changed. A servant from beyond this land even 

dared to drive the chariot over in such a bold manner, look down on the crowd. It was difficult for them 

to accept. 

“Dao Brother Yuan, what is the purpose for this visit?” Someone asked, his voice falling. 



“I heard there was a distinguished meeting here, so I naturally came to see if there really were any 

heroes worthy of joining the heavenly deity institution.” It spoke quite directly. 

At this moment, Fairy Xiao Yue, Prince Lu and the others all revealed displeased expressions. It was quite 

hard to take. They were extremely powerful, ranked in the top hundred of Immortal Ancient Remains’ 

great battle, yet were now looked down on like this by the foreign guests. 

Lin Tian and the others didn’t come, actually only sending out a monkey, a servant! 

“Too much!” Someone said through clenched teeth. 

This was a type of humiliation. The main person didn’t come, unexpectedly sending the Tongbi Divine 

Ape he raised to consider the people here. It really was looking down on them too much. 

“What, you can’t accept this?” That golden Tongbi Divine Ape’s face sank, coldly sweeping his eyes over 

everyone. “My master personally took action, challenging several hundred provinces, yet not a single 

person could endure ten moves, normally not exceeding three, too disappointing. Why should he 

personally come to take action?” 

These words were too unpleasant to hear. The main person felt that it was beneath him to appear, only 

sending out a servant monkey out to see if these people were powerful enough. 

Everyone was furious, but they sighed. From a certain perspective, the three thousand provinces truly 

were weak to the extreme, the events that took place during the past few months too bitter! 

“What? Is there anyone that can’t accept this? You all can challenge me as you please. Only by passing 

me will you have the qualifications of challenging my master to a battle. Otherwise, you all can forget 

about entering the heavenly deity institution.” It spoke extremely harshly. 

The expressions of the people here were all unkind, many people angry. By what qualifications did a 

monkey have to strut around this place? 

There were some who were unwilling to accept this, walking forward. 

“Let me have a try!” Someone said. n-(0𝒱𝑒𝑙𝓑In 

“Sure, those who have enough confidence, feel free to come at me!” The Tongbi Divine Ape walked out 

from the war chariot, standing in a vacant area. 

A male with bull horns on his head rushed outwards, in his hand a bugle horn. With a light wave, wuwu 

sounds shook the heavens, tearing open the void. This was a heavenly deity. 

Hong! 

That Tongbi Divine Ape possessed extraordinary strength. Its fists beat his chest, releasing a muffled 

sound, and then he roared towards the moon, its voice like thunder. 

Its voice immediately directly covered the bugle horn. Then, it jumped out, turning into a golden streak 

of lightning, rushing towards that person, smashing into him with a peng sound, confronting each other 

intensely. 

Kacha! 



The bugle horn broke. That person flew out, heart almost fished out by that Tongbi Divine Ape, blood 

dripping everywhere, a large bloody hole appearing. 

“Can’t even take a single blow.” The Tongbi Divine Ape said with a sneer. 

That person’s expression fell ashen, staggering backwards. 

The others felt as if this happened to themselves, all of them depressed and indignant. A monkey Lin 

Tian raised was already so powerful, stopping them here, it truly made their moods terrible, feeling 

incredibly gloomy. 

The Tongbi Divine Ape laughed coldly and said, “Weren’t you all geniuses? Not a single one of you are a 

bit special? All of you are so weak!” 

These words didn’t give the people here any face, making them furious. 

The Tongbi Divine Ape said, “Oh? There are quite a few of you who entered that so-called Immortal 

Ancient Remains, considered geniuses? However, many of you haven’t even entered Heavenly Deity 

Realm, too weak! How about this, I’ll give you all a chance. Since it is the selection for the heavenly deity 

institution, then potential is definitely important. I’ll suppress my own cultivation to the same realm as 

you all. Who wishes to challenge me then?” 

“Let me!” 

As expected, there were some who couldn’t take it, unable to sit still. His rankings in Immortal Ancient 

Remains couldn’t be considered low. 

“Chi!” he spat out a five-colored divine ring that released five element divine light, striking towards that 

monkey, splitting the skies. 

In the True Deity Realm, having this type of cultivation could be considered excellent. 

However, this monkey was incredibly terrifying, immediately avoiding the five-colored divine disk, and 

then bare handedly attacking viciously. 

In that instant, precious techniques erupted between them, bone texts interweaving. After exchanging 

more than ten moves, that monkey’s claw reached out. With a pu sound, almost half of that person’s 

body was ripped off. 

“You’ve lost!” 

The Tongbi Divine Ape spoke with a sneer. It tore off an arm, throwing it onto the ground. 

Everyone was furious. In that instant, many of them looked towards Fairy Xiao Yue, and then at Shi Hao, 

waiting for them to speak. 

“Brother Shi, what do you think?” Fairy Xiao Yue was conflicted, considering giving it a try, but definitely 

not having any confidence in winning. 

The Tongbi Divine Ape stared at Fairy Xiao Yue, and then looked at Shi Hao, revealing a mouthful of 

snow-white teeth, saying, “Are you all still unconvinced?” 



“Just a monkey, why are you running around and causing a disturbance here?” Shi Hao spoke. Since 

many people were asking for help, all of them looking at him, he couldn’t just do nothing. 

It was because he disapproved of this monkey. He was too arrogant, actually looking down on everyone 

here. 

“Who are you?” The Tongbi Divine Ape felt that things didn’t seem too right, unexpectedly unable to see 

through this youngster. 

“Go call your owner over.” Shi Hao felt that it was beneath him to speak to it. 

“You want to see my master, but did I give you permission? You have to pass me first!” The Tongbi 

Divine Ape challenged, cold laughter continuously sounding. 

1. One of the four great divine monkeys, made an appearance in Journey to the West. The literal 

definition is ‘through arm’. 

Chapter 1037 - Huge Disparity 

This divine ape was extremely robust, entire body golden, arms reaching past its knees. There was a pair 

of special black horns on its head, making it look even more ferocious. 

Chi! 

The Tongbi Divine Ape was quite hot tempered. After speaking, it took action, a claw reaching forward, 

carrying bone-scraping strong winds, tearing apart the void. 

Its fingernails were golden too, half a foot long, curved like iron hooks, incredibly sharp. 

Shi Hao sat there, not getting up at all. Huo Ling’er was worried, because the other party was a foreign 

expert, ridiculously powerful. She was scared that Shi Hao might be biting off more than he could chew, 

so she prepared to take action. After all, she was already a heavenly deity. 

However, Shi Hao stopped her, having her sit at his side at ease. His expression was calm without joy or 

worry. 

The Tongbi Divine Ape’s eyes were cold. The other party actually dared to act so boldly, not attaching 

any importance to it, making its killing intent surge. That golden claw became more resplendent, already 

releasing hundreds of layers of bone texts! 

Ever since arriving in the Three Thousand Dao Provinces, who dared look down on them? Its master Lin 

Tian was unmatched under the sky, not a single heavenly deity able to endure past ten moves, 

oftentimes defeated in a single strike! 

Recently, it took action in Lin Tian’s place, participating in many distinguished meetings, crushing the 

geniuses of province after province until they couldn’t raise their heads, its ego long inflated. 

No matter where it went nowadays, it would be treated with respect. Even though he was Lin Tian’s 

battle servant, other still respected and feared it. Now that it met this type of person, it was naturally 

discontent. 



Its claws already reached forward, less than three feet from Shi Hao, the black void cracks about to 

reach Shi Hao’s body, about to tear him apart. 

The Tongbi Divine Ape laughed coldly. This person treated it with such arrogance and disrespect, it 

didn’t mind killing him here, teaching everyone a bloody lesson. 

“Stupid creature, die!” It released a cold smile, golden claw rushing out towards Shi Hao’s face, wishing 

to create five bloody holes in his skull. 

Everyone was shocked. This was too fast! That place was already drowned in golden light. 

Everyone shivered. They all knew that Huang was powerful, but he hadn’t taken action even now, would 

he even make it in time? Everyone trembled inwardly. If even Huang was injured, there really weren’t 

many in the higher realms who could deal with the foreign guests. 

Right at this moment, the golden light suddenly grew dim, the divine ape blasted back. Sparkling and 

translucent water drops splashed out, accompanied by traces of blood. It was extremely strange. 

Everyone became stupefied. After carefully looking at what had happened, everyone felt shock, and 

then relief. 

The divine ape was furious, because its fingernails were broken, carrying blood as they fell on the floor. 

Its fingers felt like they were being stabbed by needles, dark red blood overflowing. 

“You dare look down on me like this?!” It roared in anger, eyes like small golden suns. It was because Shi 

Hao didn’t get up, nor did he use any weapons, only raising a finger, sending his drink splashing out on 

its golden fingernails, this action directly causing them to break and fall off. 

He was just looking down on it too much! At the same time, its mind shivered as well. This was definitely 

a terrifying opponent, one who was greater than all of the geniuses it had met in the Three Thousand 

Dao Provinces. 

“So what if I look down on you? You are nothing more than someone’s battle pet. Running here to 

tyrannically abuse others, not placing the three thousand provinces in your eyes, yet you want me to 

treat you with respect?” Shi Hao spoke extremely calmly. 

Everyone here was startled and stirred up. Worthy of being Huang, a single cup of wine enough to stop 

this divine ape, shaving off its golden fingernails. His reputation was well deserved as expected. 

“Kill!” 

The Tongbi Divine Ape’s rage shot through the roof. It was always treated with respect, yet now, 

someone looked down on it, making its face fall. It released its clan’s sect suppressing extreme art -- 

Tongbi Fist[1]! 

Its right arm swelled, immediately becoming longer, as well as incomparably thick, its fist even more so 

shone like a golden sun, erupting with power as it blasted towards Shi Hao. 

The results were quite pitiful. Its enormous fist was stopped by a wine glass, stopped right on it, unable 

to move an inch, in incredible pain. n).𝕠-/𝐯-.𝐄/.𝓵/.𝔅((1((n 



Forget about the others, even Huo Ling’er at Shi Hao’s side widened her beautiful eyes. She now truly 

sensed how tyrannical the one at her side was. 

One had to bear in mind that the wine glass was nothing more than jade, not some weapon at all, yet 

Shi Hao stopped an exceptionally powerful heavenly deity with it, stopping its fist in place. 

Roar... 

The Tongbi Divine Ape cried out loudly. It quickly backed up, because the more force it used, the more 

pain its fist was in, its finger bones long broken. 

Immediately afterwards, everyone saw that its palm was badly mangled, finger bones warped and 

deformed. 

Only now did everyone understand how terrifying Huang was. Many people only heard about him 

before, not having a chance to see for themselves. Now, they personally saw this, leaving them 

especially shocked. 

One had to understand that this was a foreign guest, someone who easily defeated the three thousand 

provinces’ geniuses, sweeping through them, difficult for him to meet his match. 

However, in Huang’s eyes, it wasn’t like dealing with a foreign expert at all, more like dealing with a 

normal monkey, too easy, making everyone’s minds tremble. 

“Worthy of being Huang, possessing an unmatched boldness, rarely encountering opponents among his 

peers in the three thousand provinces.” Fairy Xiao Yue’s white clothes were pure and aloof, appearance 

beautiful. She released a light sigh, her beautiful eyes flickering with extraordinary splendor. 

She had previously seen Shi Hao in Immortal Ancient Remains, and she had heard of him sweeping 

through all opponents, killing heavenly deities, advancing valiantly, truly having an unmatched style. 

However, none of that was comparable to what she saw today. Now, she witnessed it all, deeply 

understanding how stunning this person was. 

It was because if it were her, even if she fought with everything she had, she wasn’t confident in 

defeating this Tongbi Divine Ape, yet Shi Hao suppressed it with just a raise of his hand. The difference 

was too great. 

The others also felt like this, stirred up and nervous. They couldn’t help but sigh. They all spoke of 

Huang’s power, but only by personally witnessing it would they understand his strength. 

“You, wait, I am going to invite master!” The Tongbi Divine Ape immediately understood. The difference 

between itself and this person was too great, not his opponent at all. 

“I had you go out to invite him before, yet you took action against me. What kind of place do you think 

this is, coming and going as you please?” Shi Hao spoke coldly as he sat there. 

“What are you implying? I came from beyond this place, my visit was to examine your strength, see if 

you all have the qualifications of entering the heavenly deity institution. Don’t tell me that you wish to 

treat me unfavorably?” The monkey berated. 



“Even you can be considered an examiner? The man himself didn’t come, sending a monkey over to act 

viciously, looking down on Green Province’s experts, this is a humiliation for the cultivators of the higher 

realms. Don’t tell me that you still think you are in the right?” In the distance, Fairy Xiao Yue shot right 

back. 

The others also all spoke up, glaring angrily at it. 

“Do you all not wish to enter the heavenly deity institution anymore? Actually dare to treat me like 

this!” The Tongbi Divine Ape said. 

“So noisy!” Shi Hao said. This time, he took action. His right arm reached out, palm and fingers shining 

grabbing towards the monkey. 

“You dare?!” The Tongbi Divine Ape cried out, at the same time quickly backing up towards the Five-

Colored Divine Copper War Chariot, wishing to quickly escape. 

Unfortunately, Shi hao cultivated three strands of immortal energy, in the same level possessing world 

shaking power. He could kill any heavenly deity level expert under the sky. 

It naturally couldn’t run, the entire war chariot grabbed by that hand. The five fingers closed, wrapping 

that five-colored war chariot in his palm, and then refining it. 

“Ah... No!” The Tongbi Divine Ape screamed, frantically operating the war chariot. Five-colored divine 

light surged, sun, moon, mountains, and rivers appearing on the copper chariot, the scene great. 

The large hand in the void shook. The five-colored war chariot released the booming sound of gods and 

the void figures of devils, roaring there. 

However, with a stroke of the large hand, these irregular scenes all disappeared. Then, the monkey fell 

from the vehicle, laying on the ground, unable to move at all. 

The Tongbi Divine Ape was horrified. This war chariot’s background was great, a terrifying secret 

treasure, a sealed sect master level magical artifact. It belonged to Lin Tian, something it was just 

borrowing. 

This war chariot possessed great power, yet it was stopped. Symbols and immortal energy interweaved, 

and then the war chariot was subdued. 

The Tongbi Divine Ape broke out in cold sweat. This person was too domineering! Not even its master 

could operate it that comfortably himself. It was just too frightening. 

“The Three Thousand Dao Provinces even has someone like you?!” It was shocked and terrified, feeling 

the other party’s terror. Its scalp went numb, finally understanding that it really was insignificant in the 

other party’s eyes. 

It didn’t move at all, laying there, all of the bones in its body seemingly broken. It was because the other 

party’s large hand almost refined it to death even through the war chariot. 

At this moment, everyone sucked in a cold breath of air, their scalps also feeling numb. Huang was 

worthy of being number one in Immortal Ancient, able to sweep through all enemies. 



This type of battle accomplishment, these types of methods were too far above everyone else. It was 

high above, his back difficult to see! 

It could even be said that through past and present, even the most powerful heavenly deities might not 

be his opponent, not many people that could be found like this. 

Perhaps only if one traced back to the last great era would they find powerful individuals like him. 

“Wu, there’s also the foreign guests. They might be able to serve as Huang’s opponent.” Someone 

thought this. 

Fairy Xiao Yue’s bright eyes flickered, finding it hard to calm down. She was greatly moved. Even though 

she saw Shi Hao before in Immortal Ancient, knowing about his glorious battle accomplishments, right 

now, she still couldn’t help but sigh with amazement. This person was too strong, sooner or later rushing 

into the heavens, the three thousand provinces unable to stop his steps. He was definitely going to head 

into a larger world. 

The others were thinking similar thoughts, feeling respect, but also fear. The insufferably arrogant 

Tongbi Divine Ape was nothing more than a child in Huang’s hands, too inferior. 

“Treating me like this, aren’t you scared of offending my master? He will personally come to suppress 

you!” The Tongbi Divine Ape said. 

“I said before for him to come himself. What is a random monkey like you randomly joining in for?” Shi 

Hao calmly replied. 

However, in everyone’s ears, it sounded like a completely different matter. Everyone felt a wave of 

power and aggressiveness. Huang... was going to take action! 

He was going to face the foreign guests, moreover in an extremely powerful manner. 

Shi Hao stared at the Tongbi Divine Ape and said, “How should I handle you? I heard that monkey brains 

were a great mending medicine, able to nourish the primordial spirit, strengthen the soul, not bad at 

all.” 

When this sentence sounded, the Tongbi Divine Ape’s fine hairs immediately stood on end, its golden 

pupils rapidly contracting. It was as bit scared. Who was this person? To actually want to eat it! 

The others also revealed strange looks. The rumors were true after all. Huang was an unmatched youth, 

as well as a foodie! 

“You... better stop thinking crazy thoughts!” The monkey cried out. 

“En, I have a friend who is a Zhuyan, if I try to eat you, I can’t help but think about it. Forget it, I’ll leave 

you with your life. Hurry up and drive.” Shi Hao said, throwing the five-colored divine copper chariot 

out, about to use the Tongbi Divine Ape as his driver. 

“I don’t have any divine beasts to pull the chariot, so you’ll have to put in some effort.” He added. 

“You!” The Tongbi Divine Ape felt both alarm and anger, truly finding it difficult to accept this 

conclusion. 



“You what you, still aren’t hurrying up and driving? This chariot isn’t bad, you better behave yourself 

well in the future.” Shi Hao activated a restriction, and then he flung the Tongbi Divine Ape towards the 

chariot. 

“Are you not scared of my master looking for trouble, killing you?” The Tongbi Divine Ape shouted. 

“Haven’t the foreign guests been constantly challenging the three thousand provinces’ talents? I am 

waiting for him, better if he appears sooner. I want to go to the heavenly deity institution a bit earlier to 

see just how strong the geniuses of those other ancient realms are.” Shi Hao said. 

Everyone sighed. Only Huang dared to say something like this, not worried at all if he could enter the 

academy or not, entering that place was as easy as just strolling in. 

“My master is coming. Stay here if you have the guts!” The divine ape shouted. 

1. A real martial art, related to Tongbeiquan, which means through back fist 

Chapter 1038 - Lin Tian 

On this black colored peak, everyone was shaken up. Was Huang finally going to meet his match? 

Everyone already waited for a long time, all of them waiting for him, Exiled Immortal, or Ten Crown King 

to attack, because the foreign guests had swept through several hundred to over a thousand provinces, 

making everyone feel a wave of gloominess. 

Three strands of immortal energy should be enough to win, right?! 

Many people were looking forward to it, hoping to witness that battle. 

“My master is a heavenly deity, while you aren’t yet, far from being his opponent. If you let me go, with 

your talents, you might have a chance of entering the heavenly deity institution!” 

The Tongbi Divine Ape said, eyes flickering. It really wanted to leave, not willing to become a captive. 

Shi Hao laughed and said, “Whether I have the qualifications or not, do I need you to tell me?” 

“You have to know that restraining me like this is the same as provoking my master. He has heaven 

warping divine talents, unmatched in your three thousand provinces. If you really are going to clash with 

him, the consequences will be severe.” The Tongbi Divine Ape said. 

“Unmatched in the three thousand provinces, who gave him that type of title?” Shi Hao sneered, not 

concerned at all. He then stared at it, saying, “It’s best if you close your mouth and stop trying to test my 

patience. If you properly play your role as the driver, I’ll leave you with your life, but if you keep being so 

noisy, I’ll eat your monkey brain in a bit.” 

He spoke rather carefreely, but there was a type of powerful intimidation. 

Even though the Tongbi Divine Ape was arrogant and wild, it really didn’t wish to die. He could sense 

that this person was extremely powerful and terrifying, not someone it could go against. 



“I... am only warning you with good intentions. The Nine Heavens Ten Earths are more vast than your 

imaginations, far greater than the Three Thousand Dao Provinces, experts numerous, to the extent 

where there are long life individuals’ descendants!” It muttered. 

Even though it didn’t dare go against him, it switched to a more tactful method of telling Shi Hao that 

the outside world was great and terrifying, hoping for him to feel some apprehension and then let it 

free. 

In reality, these words indeed triggered great waves, the people here shaken up, many of them shivering 

inwardly. 

Between the Nine Heavens Ten Earths, were there long life individuals and their descendants? This was 

too shocking, making their thoughts run wild. 

Shi Hao was no exception. He wanted to leave the three thousand provinces and see for himself more 

and more, wishing to enter that heavenly deity institution and ascend into the nine great heavens, 

overlook the various ancient lands. 

“I’m looking forward to it. If those ancient lands have long life individuals, I am willing to pay them a 

visit, even more willing to exchange pointers with their descendants. Only, I wonder if they came this 

time or not?” Shi Hao looked at it. 

“You have to understand that this time, it is not only my master Lin Tian who came, there are several 

similar youngsters who hadn’t even taken action yet!” The Tongbi Divine Ape said. n))O𝒱𝓮𝗅𝑏In 

“En, I got it, you should just obediently drive the carriage!” Shi Hao nodded and said. 

The Tongbi Divine Ape was in despair. There really was no getting through with this guy. He didn’t fear 

the experts of the outside lands at all. 

Things ended like this. On the black broken mountain, the crowd looked at Shi Hao with incredible 

respect. What was a powerful individual? This was it! Not fearing the so-called Nine Heavens Ten Earths’ 

heroic talents. 

Everyone could feel that Huang longed for this, wishing to fight against the most powerful in this world 

at his level regardless of where they came from, what kind of status they had. 

There was a small wine shop, a tea house, and bejeweled buildings, and even more cultivators. Right 

now, the ones with the greatest cultivation, Fairy Xiao Yue and the others all walked over, discussing 

things with Shi Hao, touching cups with him. 

“Brother Shi, you have to be careful! I heard that Lin Tian really is extremely strong. After all, he has 

cultivated to the heavenly deity level, immortal energy already transformed into a great dao flower that 

suspends above his head, inherently in an invincible position!” Someone said. 

“Don’t worry.” Shi Hao nodded. He smiled as he touched cups with the others, discussing various events 

in Immortal Ancient Remains. 

From their mouths, Shi hao learned that Immortal Ancient Remains was now linked up to the outside 

world. Quite a few great figures now entered, wishing to search for opportunities. 



However, few people left from within because of the curse’s limitations, unable to travel far from the 

ancient land. 

“Presently, there are only those nine great sect masters who could move about, freed from the curse’s 

influence.” Fairy Xiao Yue said with a smile, her lips red teeth bright, beautiful hair soft, eyes intelligent. 

She discussed this piece of information with Shi Hao. 

Shi Hao nodded. This information was quite good. The nine great sect masters had their curse power 

neutralized under his help, so the more powerful they were, the more advantageous it was for him. 

When he was trapped back then, these nine people had previously helped him, taking action with the 

Willow Deity, fighting against the outside world’s experts. 

“Brother Shi, are you really going to wait for those people to come? You have to know that they aren’t 

relying on their seniors, and there’s more than one of them! Facing them like this puts you in a bit of a 

disadvantageous position.” Someone said quietly. 

In the higher realms, there were quite a few sects that bore enmity against Shi Hao, for example, 

Underworld Earth, Heavenly Country, Fire Cloud Cavern, Immortal Palace, and others. They were all 

giant powers. However, there were many ancient sects that didn’t have any conflict with him. 

Those great sects were far from this place, none of their disciples on this broken mountain, which was 

why this place lacked animosity. The people here paid close attention to him, not showing any hostility. 

“Let’s just wait. Those with that type of cultivation won’t act together with others. They would feel it 

beneath themselves to surround and attack the three thousand provinces’ experts.” Shi Hao said. 

In reality, he also had confidence, not fearing any of this. 

Only by becoming strong enough oneself would one be able to do this. Even if those individuals who 

cultivated immortal energy all surrounded him, he could still fight against them. He didn’t fear being 

attacked from all sides! 

He also had confidence that with how arrogant those people were, they wouldn’t join up. 

The Divine Striking Stone interrupted, saying, “Hmph, when we were inside Immortal Ancient, it’s not 

like we didn’t encounter that type of attack from all sides. Aren’t we still fine and well? We’ll just beat 

up all that stand in our way!” 

Everyone became speechless. 

Soon after, the atmosphere on the black broken mountain gradually became more lively. Everyone 

touched cups, drinking and chatting merrily, making this quite the bustling place. 

Everyone was waiting, waiting to see the battle between Shi Hao and the foreign experts. 

However, everyone waited left and right, but still didn’t see anyone arriving from the distance. Not a 

single one of the foreign exceptional geniuses appeared. 

“Where is your master? Why isn’t he here yet? I’m waiting to fight against him!” Shi Hao said, looking at 

that divine ape. 



At this time, the Tongbi Divine Ape was extremely quiet, already understanding that this was someone 

who was powerful to a ridiculous degree. He liked to eat heavenly deities the most. Arguing with him 

definitely wouldn’t end well for it. 

“My master is at Black Crag, you can look for him yourself.” The Tongbi Divine Ape’s eyes rolled around 

and around, speaking like this. 

Huo Ling’er spoke up, saying softly to Shi Hao, “This fella’s eyes are rolling all over the place, clearly not 

honest at all. Don’t take the risk.” 

Even though Shi Hao was fearless, he wasn’t willing to move because of its word. “Listen up, there’s no 

rush to fight against him. I will wait for him right here. He can come challenge me if he wants!” 

The Tongbi Divine Ape immediately became sullen, saying, “Then you’ll have to wait at least a day.” 

“Why?” Shi Hao asked. 

“My master has already made prior arrangements with someone. There is an extremely important 

confrontation taking place today.” The Divine Ape replied. 

When everyone heard this, they all stared blankly. The foreign guests were all quite arrogant, so for 

them to attach that much importance to a battle, it was definitely not ordinary. Who was that person 

that he was going to fight against? 

--- 

On a black precipice, a youngster held a black-colored pike in his hands, aiming it south. His hair 

fluttered behind him, eyes becoming more and more resplendent. 

He was adjusting his own vital energy, wishing to reach his optimal state. 

This was Lin Tian. There was a battle taking place here today. Rarely did he attach such importance to a 

fight. He was adjusting his body. 

Ever since arriving in the three thousand provinces, their group had always been rather carefree, rarely 

acting like this. This was the first time he treated a matter so seriously. 

“We ought to leave now, there’s not that much time left.” Someone reminded from the distance. 

It came from the group of four young men and women, all of them with immortal energy around them. 

The men were outstanding and promising, the women incredibly beautiful, clearly giants among men, 

exceptional and refined. 

These four people were deep and immeasurable, their cultivations only above Lin Tian’s, not below. 

“I’m waiting for a war chariot.” Lin Tian said, his hair scattered about, every strand sparkling and shining. 

His eyes were incredibly deep, the pike in his hands like a black dragon. 

“It ought to have returned by now. Don’t tell me the monkey encountered some issues?” A female 

asked, her appearance incredibly enchanting. Her eyes were blue, sparkling and translucent like the 

ocean. 



Lin Tian frowned. He produced a five-colored copper piece, activating divine force while holding it, 

making it shine. 

“Something’s wrong, it lost connection with the Five-Colored Divine Copper War Chariot, refined by 

someone.” Lin Tian said, his eyes clear as he looked towards Green Province. 

“Really something, defeating that monkey, not simple. You have to understand that heavenly deities 

who didn’t cultivate immortal energy generally speaking aren’t that monkey’s opponent.” A purple-

haired male spoke. 

“Should we take a look?” Another said. 

“There’s not much time left. We should head on our way, talk about this after we return.” 

“No, this won’t do, I am going to find the war chariot. How can I let it fall into the hands of another? I 

want to see which heavenly deity in these three thousand provinces dare try to take my things!” Lin 

Tian’s voice was ice cold. 

“Alright, then we’ll pay that place a visit along the way and settle this.” That blue-eyed beautiful woman 

nodded. 

They rushed into the sky, entering a purple warship. It tore through the void, heading out. 

These people’s backgrounds were unordinary, all of them possessing powerful transportation magical 

artifacts. 

Green Province, on the black broken mountain, Shi Hao stared at the divine ape. “You are saying that Lin 

Tian is going to fight against Ning Chuan?” 

“Correct. They only made arrangements recently. He is going to fight a great battle.” The monkey 

nodded. It didn’t understand the people of the three thousand provinces, only knowing that its master 

attached great importance to this matter. 

“Six Crown King, he is going to fight a great decisive battle against Six Crown King!” Everyone erupted 

into commotion, and then they began to discuss among themselves. The broken mountain could no 

longer remain calm. 

Shi Hao immediately stood up and said, “What a disappointment. Could it be that he didn’t even 

consider fighting against me first?” 

Huo Ling’er laughed, pulling on Shi Hao’s hand, not letting him participate, saying, “Let them fight 

intensely, it’ll be fine if we just watch.” 

Shi Hao smiled and said, “I wasn’t going to interfere. Was indeed going to watch the battle.” 

He didn’t feel the slightest mental burden. He had fought a great battle previously in Immortal Ancient 

against Ning Chuan, shaking up all sides. If these two were going to confront each other, then he was 

quite willing to watch from the sidelines. 

“Everyone, are there any who wish to watch the battle? Let’s head there together!” Shi Hao said with a 

smile. 



“Of course!” Many people nodded, all of them excited. 

“Go!” Shi Hao entered the Five-Colored Divine Copper forged war chariot, having the monkey drive it. 

Everyone else was invited, their numbers great. 

This was a precious vehicle, a sect master level magical artifact, so it could naturally adjust its size, 

accommodate these people. 

When Shi Hao learned where the place of decisive battle was, the entire ancient war chariot shone, 

speeding forward. In the end, it even more so tore apart the void, departing. 

Soon after, on the black cliff, a purple-golden warship appeared. Five young experts walked out. 

Lin Tian frowned, his expression ugly. His war chariot wasn’t here, driven out from this place. 

“There really was someone who dared use my war chariot!” He stood there, face cold as he looked into 

the distance. 

“There’s not much time left. You have to fight against Ning Chuan first.” The purple haired youth 

reminded. 

“Fine, after defeating Ning Chuan, I’ll then deal with this person who dares touch my war chariot!” Lin 

Tian nodded. 

The purple-golden warship set sail, heading in the same direction as Shi Hao and the others! 

Chapter 1039 - Defeat 

Qilin Ridge, a place well known in the higher realms, a place with many legendary ancient lands. 

It was rumored that a Qilin had previously roamed about this place, the traces of one of the vicious ten 

appearing! 

“After experiencing a great era, many places vanished like smoke into thin air, There were a few 

matters, and a few creatures, that still occasionally reappeared, these occasions always stirring up great 

disturbances. 

According to normal reasoning, a true vicious ten Qilin shouldn’t have appeared in the mortal world, as 

it was buried under endless time before the archaic times. 

However, in the later worlds, there was someone who claimed to have personally seen a Qilin scale fall, 

entirely snow-white, flickering about this mountain ridge. 

The five-colored war chariot shone, rushing out from the void, arriving in this mountain ridge. 

“Is this Ning Chuan’s place of seclusion?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Correct, I heard that Six Crown King is currently cultivating inside.” Fairy Xiao Yue nodded, telling him 

about the concrete circumstances. 

The group of people walked out from the war chariot. It didn’t look that large, but it had spacial natural 

laws, able to hold over ten thousand people without problems. 



The Tongbi Divine Ape was resentful. This was its master’s war chariot, yet in the end, not only was it 

captured, it was even treated as a driver, bringing all these people over to watch the battle. 

Lin Tian and Ning Chuan’s decisive battle was going to take place right here! 

“We came early.” Huo Ling’er said. She was currently in the Heavenly Deity Realm, so her divine senses 

were naturally powerful. She also sensed that an intense battle had previously taken place inside Qilin 

Ridge. 

“This is also Ning Chuan’s place of birth.” Someone said. 

“What did you say?” Shi Hao was shocked. 

Qilin Ridge, the White Qilin, together with the precious technique Ning Chuan had previously displayed, 

as if there were a hundred White Qilins rising, sweeping through the masses, Shi Hao immediately 

associated many things together. 

“Oh, to be more precise, it’s the same province, the distance not too far.” Fairy Xiao Yue added. 

Shi Hao heard about more details. The clan Ning Chuan resided in was extremely rich and powerful, the 

circumstances similar to what Shi Hao heard previously. 

When Ning Chuan was born, irregular scenes shocked the heavens, shaking up many ancient sects. He 

had a heaven diagram on his back, dragon pattern on his head. However, now, it seemed like those 

should be Qilin patterns. 

That night, divine light illuminated the heavens, making it as bright as daytime! 

Many great provinces saw what happened that day, causing countless people to become shocked. 

This was also precisely the reason why Ning Chuan was treated with importance by many ancient sects, 

placing their great hopes and expectations on him a long time ago. 

Later on, Phantom Drake Dao Gate, Fire Cloud Cavern, Luofu True Valley, and other great sects came 

one after another, wishing to take him as a disciple. 

This was the reason why Ning Chuan was proficient in so many extreme arts! 

Shi Hao thought to himself, but didn’t say anything. However, the quietness was quickly shattered, 

because everyone discovered that there was no decisive battle, that they might have came early. 

“They came!” 

A while later, someone cried out in alarm. 

In the horizon, a purple-golden warship made its way out from the void, carrying a domineering aura. 

Purple light overflowed, scattering the clouds in the sky, quickly approaching. 

On the warship stood five youngsters, every single one of them calm and steady, the three men and two 

women all supreme beings among men. All of them looked extraordinary. 

One of them had shining purple-golden hair, another with a golden vertical eye on the forehead, one 

with dragon horns, another with icy skin jade bones, an outstanding beauty. 



These three men and two women, every single one of them were extraordinary, all giants among men! 

“That’s Lin Tian!” Someone cried out softly in alarm, immediately recognizing one of them. It was 

because recently, Lin Tian had swept through several hundred provinces, defeating everyone. Many 

people saw him already. 

Quite a few people looked ahead, staring at those five individuals. 

What left everyone shocked was that only Lin Tian moved, the other four all calm, standing on the boat, 

overlooking Qilin Ridge, not showing any intentions of taking action. 

Lin Tian’s hair scattered about, eyes releasing divine light. He immediately stared at the other party, 

fuming with rage. Wasn’t that his five-colored war chariot? In the end, it was driven here by someone, 

truly absurd! 

Who was he? He was well known even in the world beyond, and when he came to the three thousand 

provinces, he even more so swept through the masses. Who dared to stop him? 

Yet before him, someone seized his war chariot, boldly driving it here. Was this to watch his great battle 

against another? 

“Who touched my chariot? Break your own arm and come confess your guilt.” Lin Tian’s temper was 

quite heavy as he shouted. 

In the five-colored war chariot’s surroundings, the group of people shivered inwardly, some almost 

collapsing from shock. It was because a great dao flower bloomed above Lin Tian’s head, immortal mists 

heavy, incredibly intimidating. 

“Master!” The Tongbi Divine Ape cried out, extremely stirred up. However, it couldn’t run, because Shi 

Hao was standing right at its side. 

Lin Tian’s face immediately fell. Seized his war chariot, used his battle pet, someone actually dared to 

provoke him like this, it was intolerable. 

“You, bring over the war chariot and confess your crime! If my mood isn’t too bad, I might leave you 

with your life!” Lin Tian pointed. Even though he could tell that Shi Hao was definitely not ordinary, he 

still acted domineeringly. 

The atmosphere here immediately became nervous, everyone shocked. Even Lin Tian’s companions 

were shocked. This was the first time they saw Lin Tian this angry, losing himself like this. 

“Are you talking in your sleep?” Shi Hao asked, playing the situation down, not caring too much. 

Chi! 

Lin Tian leapt up, in his hands a black pike. He immediately rushed over, moving just too quickly, turning 

into a streak of black lightning, brandishing his weapon at Shi Hao. 

Everyone was shocked. No one expected a battle to erupt so abruptly between the two, immediately 

starting. 

Dang! 



Shi Hao formed a fist imprint, welcoming this person, striking against that black pike’s shaft. Sparks flew 

in all directions, the sound ear-splitting. The two looked at each other seriously, both revealing surprise. 

“You cultivated immortal energy!” Lin Tian’s pupils contracted, revealing this type of expression for the 

first time, feeling a bit uneasy, but also a bit excited. This was a formidable opponent. 

“Likewise!” Shi Hao replied, his pupils shining, staring at this foreign guest. He naturally could tell that 

this individual was unordinary. 

“I don’t care who you are or how powerful you are, since you dare touch my war chariot, then you have 

to pay the price!” Lin Tian’s eyes were forceful, displaying the scenes of blood flowing like rivers. 

This was someone with heavy murderous energy, his methods forceful, immediately attacking viciously 

to suppress and kill Shi Hao. 

Dang! 

The black pike clashed with Shi Hao’s fist again, making one worried that his bones would immediately 

fracture. 

“How domineering. Your battle pet came to humiliate the three thousand provinces’ cultivators, ended 

up being captured by me. So you’re someone who can’t tell who is in the right and wrong?” Shi Hao 

ridiculed. 

Qiang! 

Black electricity erupted between the two. Wherever the pike passed through, the space around it 

would collapse. Only Shi Hao could stop it. 

Hong! 

They traded another strike. The two separated, but this place exploded, the void rumbling, releasing 

wisps of chaotic energy. 

The main reason was because the collision this time was too powerful. 

“Actually able to stop my attacks!” Lin Tian was shocked inside. 

Hong! 

They traded another blow. Lin Tian’s qi and blood roiled, revealing a look of shock. This opponent was 

too powerful, able to fight against him without even entering the Heavenly Deity Realm. 

However, Shi Hao was dissatisfied, frowning. He was in the Holy Sacrifice Realm, clearly equal to 

heavenly deities, yet now, he couldn’t immediately kill his opponent. 

In reality, Lin Tian was even more shocked than him. 

“We both cultivated immortal energy, but I am the one who successfully produced a great dao flower 

bud above my head, so why can’t I take him down?” Lin Tian was shocked. 



If they both didn’t cultivate immortal energy, Shi Hao at the Holy Sacrifice Realm should be enough to 

face heavenly deities, but now, there was this kind of issue. Both of their immortal dao energies were 

clearly displayed, none of them able to land a good blow on the other. 

“Something’s not right, creatures that cultivated immortal energy are different in the Heavenly Deity 

Realm and Holy Sacrifice Realm, able to suppress those with lower cultivation levels!” Shi Hao shivered 

inwardly, now understanding the situation. 

Once one formed an Immortal Dao Flower Bud above the head, no matter how formidable those with 

inferior cultivation were, they still couldn’t win. 

Dang! 

Shi Hao was now really angry. He operated endless divine force, attacking forward. 

Lin Tian felt as if the space between his thumb and index finger was bleeding. This opponent was too 

difficult to deal with. 

Holy Sacrifice, for others, was comparable to heavenly deities, but once one had immortal energy, it was 

different. The great dao flower bud produced in the Heavenly Deity Realm would increase one’s 

strength. 

“He has three stands of immortal energy, only like this can he withstand me with my great dao flower 

petals while in the Holy Sacrifice Realm!” Lin Tian’s mind was greatly shaken. 

Lin Tian’s palm was injured, carrying blood. He tightened his grip out of fear of it being exposed. 

Dang! 

A bell sound rang through Qilin Ridge, then, an imposing great mountain exploded, an individual rushing 

out, white clothes purer than snow, bearing exceptional, aloof and otherworldly. 

“Foreign guests, where are you all?” Ning Chuan appeared, staring forward, blood energy flourishing. 

“Lin Tian, finish this agreement and fight against Ning Chuan first.” A voice sounded from the purple-

golden warship. 

“Fine, you who dares touch my chariot, just wait here for now. When I take down Ning Chuan, I’ll then 

deal with you!” Lin Tian berated, and then turned around, rushing towards Qilin Ridge. 

“Kill!” 

Lin Tian excelled at combat. With the black pike in hand, he fiercely stabbed out. Ear-splitting wu wu 

sounds rang through the air, as if gods and devils were howling, louder than the war cries of a great 

army. 

Chi! 

A heaven diagram appeared. Ning Chuan also wished to end this battle earlier instead of being glared at 

by others. 

A great battle erupted, neither side willing to give an inch! 



The two fought until the sun and moon lost light, the clouds becoming dark, cultivators on all sides 

shaking. 

“My precious techniques, my divine abilities are not something everyone can see. Let’s enter the void 

battlefield and stay away from these people, determine who is stronger!” Lin Tian said. The black pike 

thrusted over, shattering space. 

On the other side, the heaven diagram Ning Chuan produced also appeared in the void, exceptionally 

terrifying. Great stars spun about one after another, all of them the most stunning precious techniques. 

Pu! 

What was shocking was that the black pike thrusted outwards, causing those great stars to explode one 

by one, the scene terrifying. 

With a shua sound, both of them disappeared. Qilin Ridge became lonely and quiet again. 

After a long time had passed, the void exploded, the two appearing again. In the end, everyone 

discovered that Lin Tian’s entire body was covered in blood, his injuries not light. 

Ning Chuan had traces of blood on him as well, but it was unknown if it was his own. 

Lin Tian’s expression fell, not saying anything, rushing forward. When he passed Shi Hao, he even more 

so thrusted out, seizing the opportunity to land an attack on Shi Hao. 

Honglong! 

Shi Hao displayed Willow Deity’s method and Lightning Emperor Imprint. 

Lin Tian wanted to quickly eliminate Shi Hao, but discovered that he instead fell into a predicament. That 

youngster didn’t fear him at all. 

What a pity it was that he couldn’t overlook the matters of the war chariot, still wishing to seize it back. 

As a result, he had to fight another intense battle, adding injuries on top of his injuries. 

Qiang! 

Shi Hao used his palm as a blade, removing a part of that black pike, moreover shaking Lin Tian up until 

he coughed out blood, complexion pale. 

Peng! 

Then, Shi Hao even more so grabbed one of his arms. He was going to capture this person alive! 

Chapter 1040 - Heavenly Deity Institution 

Shi Hao’s fingers exerted quite the force, clamping down on his arm. Both sides were operating secret 

techniques, clear sounds of joints cracking could be heard. 

Lin Tian struggled, but his expression immediately changed. The other party’s strength was too great, as 

if he was shackled by immortal dao chains, making his arm feel sharp pain. 

Hong! 



Dazzling light surged between the two, the light from precious techniques and symbols. They attacked 

intensely. 

Following a pu sound, a streak of bloody light flashed. Lin Tian leapt up, rushing into the sky. 

Everyone looked at those two. Who won that short exchange? 

“His forearm!” A few people cried out in alarm. 

“Huang is too powerful!” Many people were truly startled. 

In Shi Hao’s hands was a forearm dripping with blood. This was forcibly twisted off. 

In the sky, Lin Tian’s face was warped, his forehead full of sweat, caused by intense pain. He lost his 

forearm, suffering serious injuries. 

It could be said that this was his greatest injury since birth. In his ancient land, he was incredibly 

arrogant. Even though he had suffered defeats, there was no way he would lose an arm. 

Everyone erupted into commotion, all of them greatly shaken!” 

“Lin Tian was injured, losing his forearm!” Without a doubt, this was explosive news, because he 

continuously defeated everyone in the three thousand provinces, no one his match. 

In the higher realms, it was unknown just how many heavenly deities were defeated under his hands, 

the most powerful one unable to withstand more than ten blows. 

Now, this type of thing happened, everything they believed overturned. The unapproachable, almost 

unmatched Lin Tian was defeated just like that, having his arm torn off. 

Ah... 

Lin Tian released a roar, his voice like a dragon’s cry, like thunder. Everyone felt their blood surging, their 

bodies shaking, a bit unable to hold on. 

He was defeated just like that. He first suffered greatly under Ning Chuan, and now, the one who seized 

his five-colored war chariot took his arm. He felt a serious sense of defeat. 

“You are Huang?!” Even though he already had his suspicions, directly shouting out like this was a 

different matter. 

“Correct, that’s me.” Shi Hao replied. He looked at the forearm in his hands, and then operated a 

technique to make it display its original form. However, he discovered that this was the original form. 

“Truly disappointing, humanoid, here, take it back!” Shi Hao flung out his arm, throwing that forearm 

into the sky. The blood that scattered outwards was exceptionally brilliant. 

Everyone shivered inwardly. What kind of terrifying bloodline was this, containing immortal dao energy? 

No wonder it was so powerful. 

However, it was precisely this person who was defeated under Shi Hao’s hands, leaving others shcoked. 



Lin Tian grabbed his arm, his face flushing green and then white, but in the end still connected the arm. 

Divine light flashed, and then symbols erupted. His arm became just like before again. 

In reality, even if Shi Hao didn’t return it to him, his flesh could regrow, only needing to use up a bit of 

innate essence blood. 

This place immediately became quiet. Everyone knew that Shi Hao returning that arm wasn’t some 

express of goodwill, but rather that he really didn’t care that much about the other party. Even if he was 

at his peak state, he was still without fear. 

On the five-colored war chariot, the Tongbi Divine Ape was struck dumb. In his eyes, his master 

triumphed in every battle, defeating all opponents, yet now, he was defeated like this. 

Lin Tian first lost under Ning Chuan’s hands, and then he had an arm torn off by Shi Hao, suffering the 

greatest defeat. 

“Lin Tian, come back!” On the purple-golden warship, that blue-eyed woman spoke, having him return 

and not fight any longer. 

That woman’s hair was bright like silk, her eyes like the purest blue sea, releasing divine light. She 

looked at Ning Chuan in Qilin Ridge, and then at the calm Shi Hao. 

“I never expected there were these types of individuals in the Three Thousand Dao Provinces, we even 

though that this ancient land already completely declined.” She said softly. 

Even though Lin Tian was unwilling to accept this, feeling great resentment, after a brief moment of 

hesitation, he still returned to the purple-golden ship. 

The first reason was because the woman’s status was unordinary, exceptionally powerful, her words 

carrying a set amount of weight, the second reason was because Lin Tian already knew that he indeed 

wasn’t those two’s opponent. If he continued fighting, he was definitely going to suffer greatly. 

Not far out, Ning Chuan looked over towards Shi Hao. For him, this was his greatest adversary! 

Shi Hao also looked towards that white clothed male, not displaying killing energy, but his eyes 

flourished, his entire being rising, ready to attack at any time! 

Everyone could feel a suffocating pressure, all of them nervous. They couldn’t help but step backwards, 

separating from this this region enveloped in the aura of experts. 

Only when they retreated far enough, after that pressure disappeared, did they release a breath of 

relief, moreover becoming excited. Could it be that Huang was going to fight a decisive battle against Six 

Crown King? 

Quite a few people knew that they were like water and fire. One threatened to suppress the sinner’s 

blood descendants, while one had directly interfered with the other party’s tribulation. 

In fact, Shi Hao had previously fought Ning Chuan until he was seriously injured, bleeding as he 

withdrew. This was something many people had heard about. 



It was clear that this was an instance of humiliation Ning Chuan would carry for the rest of his life. He 

had suffered greatly during that battle. 

Now, the two sides confronted each other, formless domains appearing. It was as if there were sparks 

flying about, a battle about to erupt at any time. 

However, neither of them took action, because there was a purple-golden warship not far out with five 

great experts, one more formidable than the other. 

“We’ll settle things next time!” Ning Chuan said. 

Shi Hao laughed, but didn’t say anything. He turned around towards that purple-golden warship. 

“Both of them are outstanding talents, supreme beings of an area, having the qualifications to enter the 

heavenly deity institution.” On the warship, a purple-haired young man said. 

This exceeded everyone’s expectations. They originally thought that there would be an intense battle, 

the the foreign guests would take action together to deal with Shi Hao and Ning Chuan, but this didn’t 

happen. 

“This is enough?” Someone muttered. 

“Correct. As long as one of you can defeat Lin Tian, or defeat any one of us, then you have the 

qualifications to enter the heavenly deity institution, leave the Three Thousand Dao Provinces.” That 

blue-eyed woman spoke. Her skin was snow-white, extremely beautiful and moving. 

However, who among them could defeat any of them? Even if they looked around and scoured the 

higher realms, it would only be Shi Hao and a few others, right? 

Everyone felt quite downcast. It now seemed like there was definitely no hope of entering the heavenly 

deity institution. This was a path destined only for the most powerful. 

“What kind of benefits are there in entering the heavenly deity institution?” Shi Hao was quite direct. 

On the purple-golden warship, Lin Tian glared at him, extremely unconvinced. Even though he was 

defeated, he still didn’t accept it, full of anger. 

“The Nine Heavens Ten Earths are far more vast than you can imagine with many secret texts. There are 

exceptional experts from all different worlds. As long as you enter the heavenly deity institution, all of 

these would be displayed to you.” That woman said. 

“Are there chicks?” The Divine Striking Stone said. 

On the warship, that blue-eyed woman was stunned, her face becoming rigid. 

No matter how thick Shi Hao’s skin was, he still felt rather humiliated, scolding, “What are you randomly 

spouting.” He then explained to Huo Ling’er at his side that this stone loved to shoot its mouth, always 

like this. 

Who knew that the woman on the purple-golden warship would laugh, regaining her composure and 

saying, “There naturally are. Am I not one myself?” She unexpectedly wasn’t angered, her smile sweet. 

Immortal dao aura appeared. 



“Together with that ice-cold woman behind you, that’s just two...” The Divine Striking Stone said. 

Huo Ling’er pinched Shi Hao’s waist, saying with a suppressed voice, “This was all taught by you right?” 

“What is this guilt you’re placing on me? This fella was a good-for-nothing to begin with, has nothing to 

do with me!” Shi Hao defended his innocence. 

“Why did I hear that you had previously shouted that among the ancient freaks, the men will all be 

suppressed and killed, while the women will all be captured to warm the bed? Moreover, you really are 

still doing things like this.” Huo Ling’er said by his ears. 

“I indeed killed a few ancient kings, but I never captured one to warm the bed...” Shi Hao said quietly, 

and then he said in a lowly manner, “How about you help me warm the bed tonight?” 

“Go die!” Huo Ling’er’s pretty face flushed red, and then she said, “You didn’t capture any to warm the 

bed because there weren’t many females among the ancient freaks to begin with, you didn’t meet any.” 

“Nonsense, isn’t Dragon Girl a young lady? I’ve met her before.” Shi Hao muttered. 

Others couldn’t hear, but the five individuals on the warship’s divine senses were powerful, completely 

able to hear their conversation through the symbols around them. 

In that instant, the five of them didn’t know whether to laugh or cry, feeling a wave of speechlessness. 

“I heard that the first time you met Dragon Girl, it was in the vicious nest. Back then, you even caressed 

her butt!” Huo Ling’er said. 

Shi Hao began to sweat buckets, turning around and saying, “Which scoundrel is leaking secrets, uhh, I 

meant to say, which bastard is speaking nonsense?” 

He immediately looked at the Divine Striking Stone, his expression unkind. 

“Don’t look at me, it was the Emperor Butterfly that gave it away!” The Divine Striking Stone said. 

Shi Hao glared at it. This fella was definitely doing this on purpose. Was this basically proof? 

On the purple-golden warship, the blue-eyed woman laughed, opening her mouth and saying, “The Nine 

Heavens and Ten Earths are boundless, not strange to see even the descendents of a true immortal. It is 

entirely possible for an immortal family’s lady to be in the academy.” 

She displayed what was like a smile yet not a smile, looking at Shi Hao and saying, “Do you dare catch 

them to... warm the bed?” 

Shi Hao stared at her. This woman was definitely doing this on purpose, intentionally creating trouble 

for him. 

Sure enough, Huo Ling’er reached out a dragon claw, clamping down on his waist, making him grimace. 

“Someone like you, even though your aptitude isn’t bad, if you don’t stay within your bounds after 

entering the heavenly deity institution, you’ll definitely be beaten into a sorry state!” There was an ice-

cold woman on the warship. She was like a glacier, difficult to melt, but indeed exceptionally beautiful. 



“Forgot the introductions. A true immortal has appeared precisely in this little sister’s ancestors.” The 

blue-eyed young lady introduced while laughing. 

“The two of you already have the qualifications, are you willing to proceed?” The purple-haired young 

man on the purple-golden warship spoke, interrupting their chitchat. 

“Where to?” Ning Chuan asked. 

“To see a few great figures. They have some words to speak to you all, perhaps even being able to pay 

your respects under them, becoming their disciples.” Lin Tian said coldly. 

Even though he was defeated, he didn’t dare treat this matter carelessly, because he was following 

orders to select candidates. 

“Fine, let’s take a look then.” Shi Hao nodded. 

“Please ascend the ship!” Someone said. 

Shi Hao waved his hand, sending the Tongbi Divine Ape out, saying to Lin Tian, “Returning to you!” 

However, he put away the five-colored war chariot, not acting polite at all. Then, he placed his arm 

around Huo Ling’er’s waist, bringing her onto the purple-golden warship. 

Ning Chuan also ascended onto the ship. 

Below, everyone was startled and envious. They were going to become disciples of a master just like 

that, leaving the three thousand provinces? This was too fast, completely different from what they had 

imagined! 

The warship left into the distance, instantly disappearing, penetrating the void. 

This place erupted with activity, the news as if they spread wings, flying in all directions, transmitting 

throughout the three thousand provinces. 

Huang and Ning Chuan were selected, about to enter the heavenly deity institution, perhaps leaving this 

great world, shaking the world under the sky. 

On the warship, Huo Ling’er felt rather uncomfortable, because the five of them looked at her, and then 

looked at Shi Hao, clearly disapproving of him bringing his significant other. 

However, the five of them didn’t explicitly reject this. 

After who knew how much time had passed, they rushed into Central Province, arriving before a steep 

cliff, seeing three individuals. 

Those were three middle-aged men, these individuals like the unmatched supreme beings consecrated 

in temples, their appearances dignified, not moving at all, surrounded by chaotic energy and wisps of 

immortal dao energy. 

Shi Hao was immediately shaken. These great figures were definitely terrifying! 

“Are you two willing to take me as your master?” One of them spoke. 



“I already have a teacher.” Shi Hao replied. 

“Wu.” That person nodded, saying, “I know of you, related to that willow tree. I won’t force you. This is 

definitely not a decision that can be made through force.” 

His words left Shi Hao shocked, now more confident that he had to visit the world beyond, enter that 

heavenly deity institution, because he could understand Willow Deity through them. 

“Can I bring my family with me?” Shi Hao’s skin was extremely thick, asking like this. 

The three great supreme beings’ expressions were strange, not knowing whether to laugh or cry. In the 

Nine Heavens and Ten Earths, when the other heroic talents saw them, which one of them weren’t 

watching their actions carefully? This fella actually dared to ask like this. 

“Do you think you are going on a scenic tour? You are going to cultivate, a place that is incomparably 

dangerous, with layers upon layers of challenges, you yourself might not even be able to survive.” One 

of them said. 

“Where are we going?” Shi Hao asked. 

“First, to understand the archaic contract of alliance, an ancient city. This is a test towards you two. Only 

after succeeding can you enter the unmatched academy!” 

“What?!” Shi Hao was shocked. He thought for a bit, now truly feeling like he had to proceed. If he 

continued down this path, many of the questions he had inside would obtain answers. 

 


